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“Making our world a better place is a function of
individual and collective input with varied intellectual
broad base, centered on fundamental value creation for
a time and people that needs it.
Participants are not mere jokers but men and women of
high value creative-change makers whose desires and
goal is felt, not by talking in silence and dying in it but
by putting up a voice and sticking to it on the basis of
moving a generation forward to God’s Promise Land.
We are a people with dynamic and well informed
base..get started and be a part of making our time highly
enviable for our children unborn….and feel the wind of
a hero in our locality as you LET LOVE LEAD…”

JACK-RICH TEIN JR.
President, Belema Oil
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A

ccording to Napoleon in the art of war-to live

Ace Abdulrahman Agboola

without victory and glory is to die every day, bold
resolutions enable a commander to emerge

victorious from an uneven struggle; The great actions must
proceed from a calculation. These principles are pristine in

From 1993 till 1998, many crusaders agitating for declaration

political activism and the duo of President Muhammadu

of Abiola as the winner of June 12, 1993 Presidential Election

Buhari and Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu must have mastered

were maimed, many incarcerated and few sought asylum

the philosophy to have rewritten the history of democratic

elsewhere, while the masses remained in manacles. The

struggles in Nigeria in less than four years of leadership at the

NADECO platform and Afenifere Group eventually agreed to

centre.

participate in the transition process in 1998, considering the

June 12, 1993 obviously opened a different note via abuse of

would spit on the grave of Abiola forever, had they refused to

power and disrespect for popular opinion against vested

participate in the process.

facts that, same people that opposed June 12, 1993 struggles

interest of power brokers in Nigeria. The symbol of "Hope 93"
was thrown into solitary confinement in despicable manner,

Memories of the struggles birthed the emergence of Asiwaju

simply for demanding that the will of the people expressed

Bola Ahmed Tinubu as the Governor of Lagos State in 1999

through the ballot be restored, by the Military Junta led by

under the platform of Alliance for Democracy. Other South

Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida. Successive Heads of Nigeria

Western States also had members of Alliance for Democracy as

Government refused to recognise the will of the populace,

Governors. South West didn't belong to fold of the party in

rather engaged in subterfuge to suppress their will.

power despite having a claimer of peoples crusade as the
President. This lasted for a term as only Asiwaju Bola Tinubu

There were series of clampdown against anyone that dare to

survived the political robbery against opposition party in 2003

resist the oppression, Shonekan refused to undertake the due

general elections, the Country nearly plunged into One Party

responsibility expected of someone of his caliber,

State.

unknowingly, he was to be taken to the slaughter slab by those
that installed him as Head of Interim Government, power is

Since 2003 till 2010 when the platform led by Asiwaju regained

sweet, just six month of representing the interest of the

Osun and Ekiti States, it was a lone struggle against the federal

maradona, his leadership was cut short in the simplest manner,

power by Asiwaju. On the other hand, President Muhammadu

a palace coup installed Abacha who was succeeded by

Buhari resurfaced in 2003 to jostle for the seat of power at the

AbdulSalam Abubakar, suddenly, the death of the MKO was

central, the results never went his favour until the struggles of

announced and the man under whose watch Abiola died

Asiwaju yielded positive results through defined partnership

without explanations extended hands of fellowship to

well coordinated in 2015.

politicians for a transition.
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The proponents of June 12 as the true until the Country was plunged into
Democracy Day in Nigeria struggled in perpetual ruins, the results of that abuse
vain for steady 16 years of Peoples of power by former President Ibrahim
Democratic Party as the ruling party. For Babangida and his collaborators are the
reasons not to immortalise the soul of r a m p a g e s a n d h i g h p o w e r e d
Abiola and not to record him properly as immoralities witnessed in our polity.
the progenitor of democratic struggles in
Nigeria, the villains led by former If the Qur'an is also applicable here, " We
President Olusegun Obasanjo refused will not change the conditions of the
wise counselling towards recognition of people until they change their ways ".
June 12 as Democracy Day, rather Now that the consistent struggles of June
upheld May 29 with no historical feat or 12 recognition as democracy day under
memory to the consciousness of Asiwaju has yielded an outstanding
Nigerians.

result, hoping the spirit of Abiola and

those gruesomely murdered in the cause
If the scripture is applicable here, " one of that struggles will no longer hunt
cannot remain in sin and expect blessings Nigeria, it won't amount to a disservice
to multiply" ruminating over this for the President to demand for the "Hope
assertion, those that sinned against 93 Action Plan" for study, review for
humanity led the Country without proper implementation under the next
repentance for 16 years, since repression level era.
of peoples will, gagging the armless
populace - crippling the economy This edition of The Exponent Magazine
amount to sin. Those that believe in is dedicated to June 12 as Democracy
restitution will appreciate the wisdom of Day, concentration centres on memories
President Muhammadu Buhari for his of the struggle, putting the roles of
leadership acumen which birthed the individuals into right perspectives
latest recognition of June 12.
without being prejudicial.
When pronounced last year, it was The new minimum wage for workers is
regarded by naysayers as political in equally a product of popular struggles,
nature, some called it lip service, despite hence, fitted into this edition with the
post humours award of GCFR to late target to guide towards its proper
MKO Abiola. This year, June 12 has implementation while featuring other
gained full recognition, national holiday focus such as; the assessment of
declared, pomp and pageantry across the Governor Yahya Bello for a second term,
Country, how else to right the wrongs of plight of Nigeria Workers among others.
the past.
Looking back to 1993, Nigeria was a
highly prosperous Country with prospect
to emerge as a world power, as if it was a
plague, everything began to crumble
before our very eyes, we lost our giant
industries and lost morals among the
populace, corruption became a norm

Where others failed woefully, President
Muhammadu Buhari has succeeded, this
brings to fore, the maxim " where there
is a will, there is a way". In the same way
that the President exhibited strong will
for this great feat, Nigerians are
expecting the President to exhibit same
will in all other areas of needs of the
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populace, especially security of lives and
properties, high moral standing by law
officers and massive job creation,
indeed, where there is a will, there is a
way.
Preparatory to the 2011 General
Elections, when the alliance between
platforms led by Asiwaju Bola Tinubu
and President Buhari collapsed, the
political interest of the downtrodden
suffered defeat but when the will for
victory was high in the sky in 2015, the
foxes were defeated and farmers are
becoming Kings again. I hope the
President will replicate his will power in
pushing through the local government
autonomy earlier pronounced by him,
there and then, the Country will regain
the desired greatness under his watch.
The extraordinary roles played by front
line Rights Activists such as Late Gani
Fawehinmi, Late Abiodun Kolawole
(Arole) and Professor Wole Soyinka are
worthy of mention. A letter written by
Late MKO Abiola addressed to Late
Gani Fawehinmi is published for
posterity to place properly, the
undeserving beneficiary of the struggles
of June 12, 1993 Chief Olusegun
Obasanjo - who failed to neither
immortalise nor gave Abiola the
deserving recognition during his reign as
the alpha and omega of the former ruling
party. The letter revealed the pressure on
Abiola to trade peoples mandate for
personal freedom, which he declined.
Recognition of June 12 as Democracy
Day has undoubtedly confirmed the
status/honour of hero of democracy in
Nigeria on President Muhammadu
Buhari.
Congratulations to all well meaning
Nigerians who are lovers of Justice and
Fairness. Enjoy the read.

BACK TO THE
MEMORY LANE
MKO ABIOLA'S LETTER TO GANI FAWEHINMI written on
05/07/98

similar rally. You cannot render a man naked at the marketplace
and prefer to dress him up in the bedroom!

"I am not a deserter".

(4) That a declaration, like that of 11/06/94, once made and in
great circulation, needs no repetition, which, will be superfluous.
Made when June 12 was suffering from a terminal illness - in-fact
in a COMA - the June 11 shot-in-the-arm had over the years not
only revived the patient (June 12) but has also established it firmly
on its own base, such that its right to exist would today no longer
be denied.

My dear Gani,
Praise be to God for your life and the courage, fortitude and
determination with which He endowed you. May we live long to
be of service to each other in the contribution we make to the
development, peace and justice/fairplay in Nigeria and beyond.
The " Express " story is a hoax. True, both Anan and Anyaoku
(apparently working together, although I saw them separately),
wanted me to sign a statement that I will not, once again,
demand my mandate, once released. They both believed such
undertaking would expedite my release. To each of them, my
answers were:

In this situation, I could well concentrate on my release, on
revamping my health, attending to the wedding of 4 or 5 of my
children, re-establish the cohesion of my family, which has been
almost totally eroded, especially after the brutal assassination of
my Kudi whilst my leading supporters who have done wonders in
my absence, take the full steps necessary for formal VICTORY by
God's grace. It is this point (4) that have might been twisted or
misunderstood by Annan and /or the section of the press who got it
wrong.

(1) Having been cut off from all media and human contacts for 4
years, I was like a man put in an open grave. I quoted Rt. Hon.
Harold Wilson's statement made in Glasgow on 2nd October,
1964, a few days before his first Labour victory in 13 years:
"24hrs is a long time in politics."

(5) Finally, I reviewed the history of June 12. I told them that quite
at the beginning, Obasanjo in July 1994 came to me with 26
traditional rulers to seek a similar statement. He was told off in no
uncertain terms in the presence of the retinue of traditional
fathers, after I had explained that the issue is one of God Vs a few
"powerful elements". The voice of the people is the voice of God,
" Vox Populi Vox Dei" , a popular maxim long before Jesus Christ
arrived.

If 24hrs is a long time, 4 years cut off from politics can be likened
to eternity. Diplomats can guess: political leaders must be sure
because credibility once lost can never be regained.
(2) Both diplomats spoke of arranging my UNCONDITIONAL
release. With the demand for that kind of statement that will
render me a "deserter". Any release obtained on that basis would
be the worst form of capitulation.

I told them that IBB's only reason for cancelling the free, fair and
peaceful poll - a fact he could not deny - was that his leading
officers (who would have been retired with him) threatened to kill
him and to kill me if he ever swore me in. I did not allow him to use
the Koran to swear to "blackmail". IBB made the assertion to two
Northern Emirs - mutual friends of the two of us and Chief
Sonekan at a peace meeting called at the presidential wing of the
ABUJA airport. I would not accept the cancellation on that
ground or any ground hence my " hijra" of August 2 to mount
worldwide campaign, as the local press had then been silenced. I

(3) The declaration of 11/06/94 was made at a major public rally
to thousands of cheering supporters. A statement under the table
of AGUDA House purportedly negating it will not be acceptable
as authentic. My rejection will naturally read " duress" into it.
Judged by the circumstances (therefore) it will not be worth the
paper on which it was written. A declaration made publicly (at a
major rally) and clear ( in the most unambiguous terms) at any
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said that if I had accepted what was done,
it would have created a most dangerous
precedent, not only for Nigeria but most
of the third world. The saying would then
have been - "who are you to resist what
could be forced on Abiola?". The ultimate
effect is that Nigeria would then become a
land of " guided democracy ", of the type
in the imagination of the late President
Sukarno of Indonesia who used to issue "
voting directives" to his nation of 230
million. God forbid bad thing!
The lapse of five years since the election
of 12/06/93 was regarded as fatal to the
mandate. Both diplomats told me nobody
will recognise me on the basis of the outof-date mandate. Chief Anyaoku went on
further to say he had sought and obtained
legal opinion which confirmed the "death
of the mandate". My reply:
Firstly, there's no statue of limitation on
valid elections, provided the winner did
not willfully refuse to take office. The
struggle in Sierra Leone more than three
decades ago between Milton Margai and
Siaka Stevens is a case in point. The Haiti
issue re-Aristide is partially relevant.
Secondly, if that were so, then, criminals
would have had a lawful right to take
advantage of the criminal situation they
have created! That, in my opinion, is
against equity and the rule of law and,
therefore, invalid. They illegally
cancelled the election ( which they had no
power to do) and promoted their
usurpation by putting in the most wicked
incarceration ever known - 4 years
without exercise, access to the sun or even
the corridor outside my room.
Thirdly, no nation ever solves her nagging
political problems through legal opinion.
The Bar of public opinion has a code of
practice totally different to that of a
formed point of law. I asked Chief
Anyaoku what was his interest in seeking

the so-called legal opinion? I got no
answer because by that time the exchange
had become eyeball to eyeball. He looked
most embarrassed and dumbfounded.
Annan must know that if the majority of
OAU member nations gave me
recognition, the UN must automatically do
the same e.g. the Angola situation between
MPLA and UNITA.
The call for the recognition in the London
Times of last Friday has taken the wind out
of the sail of the "five leg" argument. There
was no substance to it.
My final point is that although Time
searches out and destroys all things
MATERIAL, a point made most
convincingly by Shakespeare in his
sonnets 5, 12 and 64, his emphasis on
"never resting time" and the Spencer in "of
time and the River" where he stated that
"dark times remind us of the briefness of
our days". TRUTH, which is what June 12
is, is SPIRITUAL - AL-HAQQU in Islam
- one of the sacred names of God.
Therefore, since all things in nature, life
and creation are subservient to
God(K2:116) willingly or unwillingly,
TIME IS IN FACT AND INDEED ON
THE SIDE OF TRUTH, K17:81, K34:49,
K2:42 etc. and Gospel according to St.
John 8:32, Psalm 62:1-2, Isaiah 40:30-31
etc.
It is falsehood, with its associated varieties
and crookedness that must varnish as foam
on the " Torrent of time".

cordial and the service chiefs were most
sympathetic. It enabled me to asses the
quality and calibre of the two which are
most high, indeed. I have gone into this
minute detail because I heard you were
upset when you read the exclusive report.
You probably did not know me well
enough! If I refused to listen to IBB, my
personal friend of long standing, and
ignored Abacha, will it be 2 international
civil servants who would force my
surrender? Please, have more confidence
than that in the future.
All my life I had worked for the result
which God in His mercies, gave us on June
12, 1993. Quoting Jesus Christ (Luke 9)
"No man having put his hand to the
plough, and looking back, is fit for the
kingdom of God". The spiritual
consequence of any desertion of a sacred
cause like June 12 is HELL, which God
forbids.
ANOTHER DIFFERENT POINT - on
13/1/95, Abacha sent Prince Ajibola to me
to say he (Abacha) would not allow me to
get any trial because he knew I had large
sum of money abroad to my recognition
which will force him out of office. I asked
Prince what he advised. He sad " Patience"
- Suru ni. I told him to tell my family and
lawyers.
When Ore Falomo saw me on 10/5/97, I
sent him to you on that. Did you get the
messages? Remember me to the family
with best personal regards.
I LOVE YOU.

The FMG, probably did not want to meet
me at this stage. Hence, the arrangement
made for the two to meet me.
The very top meeting I had on Monday
night with two of our service chiefs was to
inform me about the death of General
Abacha and my friend Ya'adua and talk
generally. The atmosphere was most
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Signed
MKO Abiola

On Monday June 10, 2019, President Muhammadu Buhari Officially signed into law,
the recognition of June 12 as Democracy Day in Nigeria
7
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MUHAMMADU BUHARI, JUNE 12 & DEMOCRACY:

RECTIFICATION OF ADVERSITY
By: Ismail Odulana

T

It is correct to say each democratic exercise in Nigeria is
fraught with gerrymandering premised on the various
divergences of the people, especially religion and
ethnicity. The First Republic, according to a school of
thought among Political Scientists is a case study in the
way to set a Nation on the
course of collapse. The
various processes were
fraught with various
unethical maneuvers, arm
twisting, pushes and shoves
that ultimately led to
violence.

ired and fagged out from the years of strain

occasioned by the series of altercations with

security Agencies and reactionaries, men and

women of goodwill across the length and breadth of
Nigeria woke up to the rumour
that was later confirmed to be
true, of a death that will change
the course of their Nation for a
long time to come. Their
illegitimate Head of State had
passed on; some claimed in his
sleep, but the grapevine said

The South Western part of the
country, then arguably the
most sophisticated in terms of
educational qualification and
exposure resorted to violent
protests in refusal of the results of the 1963 general
Elections. By January 15, 1966, the Military led by five
young majors attempted a Coup D'état that plunged
Nigeria into Thirteen years of Military Rule; although the
Coup failed, it eliminated some of the most illustrious and
flambouyant Politicians of the period and led to a change
of Government. Among those killed in the Coup were the
Prime Minister, Alhaji Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, Sir
Samuel Ladoke Akintola, Okotie Eboh and some Military
top brass like Col. Shodeinde, Brig. Maimalari, among
others.

otherwise. Indeed God had
orchestrated a CoupD'état.
The long March to Democracy began about Six years
earlier with the registration of a number of Political
Parties.
Nigeria since the advent of self-rule has always been
confronted with challenges in the conduct of its Political
class and their ring of active participants. The attitude of
“win at all cost” and the “winner takes all syndrome”
have contributed in no small measure to the manner in
which our politics and political life as a Nation is
conducted.
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...Lead Story
By July 29, 1966, there was another Coup that is till date
regarded as a reprisal coup. It was perpetrated by mostly
young Hausa Officers and killed Officers mainly of the
Igbo stock. Among those who lost their lives were the
Head of State and C in C, General Aguiyi Johnson Ironsi,
Col. Adekunle Fajuyi.
After that came the 30 Months Civil war under General
Yakubu Gowon and following the postponement of the
handover date to Civil Government, General Ramat
Murtala and some other Officers removed the
Government of Gowon. The new regime lasted just six
Months before another Coup D'état was hatched and
executed by some officers of the Military including Col.
Bukar Suka Dimka and General Ibrahim Bisalla. The
Coup also eliminated the Head of State, General Ramat
Murtala Muhammed, Col. Ibrahim Taiwo and Lt.
Akintunde Akinsehinwa and General Olusegun
Obasanjo by providence became the Head of State.
Following his ascension as the next in command to Gen.
Murtala, Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo ensured the return to
Civil Rule Agenda remained steady on the programme of
the Government in continuum. On the 1st of October,
1979, Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo became the first Military
Head of State to hand over to a Democratically Elected
Government led by Alhaji Aliu Usman Sheu Shagari.
The significance of this was that, despite the years of
Military Autocracy, Nigerians viz. the Political players
did not behave like people who had learnt anything from
their years of languishing in Political wilderness. The
elections were fraught with several complaints of
manipulations that became embarrassing where it took
the maverick of Chief Meredith Adisa Akinloye the12
2/3rd maneuver to step the Judges and allegedly keep
Chief Obafemi Awolowo at bay with a judgment that has
gone into the annals of Nigeria as one of the most
controversial.
The 1983 general elections is a case study for students of
Political science with interest in Election manipulation
and Electoral violence, especially in the South West GeoPolitical zone where Chief Obafemi Awolowo and his
lieutenants including Alhaji Lateef Jakande of Lagos,
Adekunle Ajasin in Ondo, Ambrose Alli in Bendel,
Olabisi Onabanjo in Ogun and Bola Ige of Oyo States,
had developed a cult followership. The National Party of
Nigeria (NPN) were alleged to have attempted to impose
their candidates as Governors in some of the States
mentioned above and the people rejected the results with
brimstone and fire; supporters of the two Parties were
burning houses and killing people with opposing views.
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On the 31st of December, 1983, Nigerians awoke to
Martial music with the voice Gen. Domkat Bali ushering
in the Military again. General Muhamadu Buhari and
Babatunde Idiagbon became the Head of State and Chief
of Staff Supreme Headquarters respectively and
conducted the affairs of Government with members of the
Supreme Military Council (SMC).
It is important to mention that quite a number of Nigerians
from all walks of life has agreed that the period was one of
the sanest periods in our National history as the country
was recorded to have been put on the route to some private
and public life decorum through programmes like the War
Against Indiscipline (WAI) among others. Nigerians were
learning to cope with the new regime of things when they
suddenly woke up on the 27th of August, 1985 to martial
music again. This time it was the voice of Brigadier Joshua
Nimyel Dongoyaro that ushered in the gap toothed
“Maradonaic” General Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida to
lead the Armed Forces Ruling Council (AFRC).
Like all Military Governments before it, the Government
of Gen. Babangida while castigating the ousted
government promised to return Nigeria to Civil Rule
within the possible shortest time, but went on in
government for another 8 years in which he survived two
attempted Military putsches; although one of the alleged
Coups remain a source of discourse till date.
In the end, General Ibrahim Babangida announced the
transition time table in 1992 and several eminent
Nigerians including politicians and former Military
generals registered Political Parties to participate in the
electoral process. After several weeks of campaigns and
other political activities, the Candidates of the various
Parties emerged at various levels, but in his usual style,
Gen Babangida cancelled the various Primaries, banned a
number of Politicians including General Sheu Musa
Yar'Adua and created two new Political Parties; the Social
Democratic Party and the National Republican
Convention with the Horse and Eagle as their symbols
respectively.

...Lead Story
After the two Party's Conventions which took place
between March 27 and 31, 1993, Chief Moshood
Kashimawo Olawale Abiola emerged the Presidential
Candidate of the Social Democratic Party, while Alhaji
Bashir Tofa emerged the Presidential Candidate of the
National Republican Convention Party.
As if in readiness for the events that will unfold later, on
April 17, 1993: the National Assembly convenes for the
first time and immediately resolves to oppose any effort
to disrupt the transition to civil rule programme. On the 4th
of June, 1993 as a final step to show commitment to the
ongoing process the President dissolved the Armed
Forces Ruling Council and replaces it with the National
Defence and Security Council (NDSC), while the
Council of Ministers was succeeded by the Transitional
Council (TC).
One of the most significant aspects of the 1993 Elections
was the choice of the Vice President for the Social
Democratic Party. After several maneuvers and horse
trading, against the tradition of choosing a Christian to
deputize a Muslim Candidate and vice versa,
Ambassador Babagana Kingibe was selected as Chief
Abiola's running mate; the first all Muslim Presidential
ticket in Nigeria Elections. It is important to remind us
that the ticket didn't just fly it won the Presidential
Elections by a landslide. Although many argue on the
personality of Chief MKO Abiola who is believed to have
an image that was beyond the primordial sentiments often
associated with the Nigerian system.

the 22nd of June, 1993, Gen. Babangida annulled the June
12 Elections throwing Nigeria into a turmoil that will last
6 years and take the lives of over one Million Nigerians
from different walks of life and the various tribes that
made up the Nigerian Nation.
At the June 12 Elections, Nigerians for the first time in its
history broke the various divides that had been tactically
erected to ensure there was no common front by lining up
behind Chief MKO Abiola and Babagana Kingibe, two
Muslims at the polls and following the annulment also
fought very hard to retrieve and enthrone their mandate.
It is also significant to mention that the Election has been
adjudged as the freest and fairest till date in the history of
Nigeria. According to both Local and International
observers it was recommended as a model for other Third
World democracies.

A benefactor to several religious bodies across the
Christian/ Muslim divide that had become part of the
campaign issues and he was totally detrabilised with
Business interests that cut across every part of the country
and was trusted by the international business divide as
capable.

The drama leading to the annulment had begun on the 10th
of June, 1993 with the Association for Better Nigeria led
by Chief Arthur Nzeribe serving a hurriedly procured
injunction on the National Electoral Commission (NEC),
while another faceless organisation served yet another
interim order stopping the Commission from continuing
the declaration of results.

As the Election results began to trickle in from across the
country, it was sure Chief MKO Abiola was coasting to
victory by a very wide margin until the “Evil Genius”
threw spanner into the works by stopping the National
Electoral Commissioner led by Professor Humphrey
Nwosu from continuing the announcement of results. On

As the intrigues thickened, Professor Humphrey Nwosu
postponed the declaration of the remaining results on the
16th of June and approached the Appeal court on the 22nd
of June, 1993 to challenge the interim injunction of the
Abuja High Court, but in a swift killer mode and his usual
style, the Military President suspended NEC and
annulled the Elections on the 22nd of June, 1993.

Late Alhaji Chief MKO Abiola
had over One hundred and
sixty chieftaincy titles conferred
on him by the traditional institutions
across the country

From Kano to Lagos, Port Harcourt to Damaturu and
Jimeta to Ilorin, there was a united action that had never
been experienced in Nigeria; even some Military Officers
despite the possibility of being accused of mutiny and
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...Lead Story
between the 16th and 29th of April,
1998, four of the five Parties adopted
General SanniAbacha as their
joint sole Presidential candidate.
August 5, and the leadership of the NLC followed with a
Nationwide strike on the 18th of August, 1994.

death by firing squad sang the same song with Nigerians.
Eventually on July 31st, 1993, General Ibrahim Badamasi
Babangida set up a Diarchy with Chief Ernest Shonekan,
a Yoruba of Egba stock as MKO Abiolaas the Head of
State, but the people were unrepentant in their call for the
Military to return to the Barracks although there was a lull
in the protests.
Like a macabre drama, barely three Months after,
precisely on November 17, 1993, General Sanni Abacha
seized power in a bloodless coup and plunged Nigeria into
fresh crisis which was temporarily abated as he promised
to negotiate with the populace through its civilian
leadership. The new Government conned eminent
Nigerians including Alhaji Lateef Jakande and Olu
Onagoruwa into the Government. However, his refusal to
hand over to Bashorun MKO Abiola the acclaimed
winner of the June 12 Elections soon led the warriors back
into the trenches.
Gen. Sanni Abacha began another democratic process on
the 22nd of April, 1994 allegedly to install himself as
Civilian President through his adoption as the sole
candidate through the five Parties (Committee for
National Consensus CNC, United Nigeria Peoples
Convention UNCP, National Center Party of Nigeria
NCPN, Grassroots Democratic Movement GDM and
United People's Convention UPC) described as “the five
fingers of a leprosy hand” by Professor Wole Soyinka.
Although he conducted some shadow Elections to show
commitment to the process, the people had reached a
point of no return and four years down the trail.
On the 11th of June, 1994, Chief Moshood Kashimawo
Olawale Abiola in the presence of a frenzied surging
crowd declared himself President and went underground
to avoid arrest. Eventually, he was arrested on the 23rd of
June, 1994 and in response, the National Executive
Committees of NUPENG and PENGASSAN called out
Oil Workers on the longest strike in Nigerian History and
there were riots in Lagos, Oyo, Ogun, Ondo and Edo on
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The Abacha government responded by sacking the
Executive Council of NUPENG and PENGASSAN, and
NLC, while three newspapers: the Punch, Concord group
(owned by Abiola) and The Guardian were all proscribed
and shut down by armed soldiers. Significantly, there
were solidarity protests across the Nation including in
States where Abiola didn't even win the Elections;
organisations that had not supported his candidature also
queued up behind him and supported him to ensure the
retrieval of the mandate freely and willingly given by the
people of Nigeria. It is important to mention some
organisations here for the roles they played in the long
struggle that ensued.
The Nigeria Labour Congress, National Union of
Petroleum and Natural Gas Workers NUPENG,
Petroleum and Natural Gas Senior Staff Association of
Nigeria PENGASSAN and the National Association of
Nigerian Students NANS, Nigeria Bar Association NBA,
Campaign for Democracy and NADECO practically shut
down the Government with protests and other forms of
Civil disobedience. It is important to pay tribute to the
journalists including Balgauda Kaltho who paid the
supreme price as many of his colleagues including Niran
Malaolu, Chis Anyanwu, Kola Ilori, Bayo Onanuga,
Omotunde, Dare Babarinsa, Onome Ovie Whiskey, and
many others were harangued and harassed into detention
or forced underground.
In quick succession, Nigeria recorded the death of
eminent protesters like Pa Alfred Rewane and Alhaja
Suliat Adedeji. The streets were also littered with the
corpses of various unarmed freedom fighters including
students, artisans, and civil society figures just as there
were various failed attempts on the lives of political
figures including Pa Abraham Adesanya of blessed
memory and Chief Alex Ibru among several others. Pa
Anthony Enahoro, Gen. Alani Akinrinade, Cornelius
Adebayo, Balarabe Musa and Frank Kokori among
several others were detained incommunicado for several
months, while the former Kaduna State Governor, Alhaji
Balarabe Musa and his visitors were arrested for holding a
meeting in his house, but he was released after several
hours.

...Lead Story
Within the spate of about three years, Gen. Abacha's
Government claimed to have uncovered two plots against
his government. The first was a plot in which a number of
prominent figures including retired Generals. Sheu Musa
Yar' Adua and Olusegun Obsanjo were implicated, tried
and sentenced to death, but later commuted to jail
sentences following pressure from stakeholders in
concert with the International community. Although
Chief Obasanjo was released and played a major part post
Abacha, Gen. Sheu Musa Yar' Adua didn’t come out of
detention alive.
There were other flashpoints of the Abacha reign which
drew ire of the Nigerian people and made them more
resolute in their condemnation and rejection of the
Abacha regime. Following years of disobedience in the
Niger Delta, five indigenes of the region were killed in a
demonstration and Ken Saro Wiwa, the playwright and
other leaders of the protest were hanged amidst pleadings
and protest from World leaders, interest groups and
international bodies were hanged for the deaths of the five
Ogoni men.
As the people refused to blink, the ill-famed Barnabas
Jamaila aka Sgt. Rogers and his Team on the side of the
Abacha Government continued to mow them down and
on the 9th of June assassinated one of the biggest
casualties of the struggle, Alhaja Kudirat Abiola at the
Lagos end of the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway.
In the tick of the battle, Nigerians, especially in Ibadan
and other Southwest cities had prayed for divine
intervention. Some fried and distributed Bean Cakes
signifying the demise of their tormentor, while others
held mock funeral services and like an answer to their
prayer, what began as a rumour in the early hours of June
8, 1998 was confirmed by noon and General Abubakar
Abdul Salam was announced as the new Head of State.

The death of General Sanni Abacha was greeted by wild
jubilations in so many parts of the country as the people
assumed the Presidency will be handed over to the winner

The General AbdulsalamAbubakar
led Administration had announced
an Election timetable to terminate
in 1999 and the people, willing to
tackle their National challenges
proceeded with less optimism.

of the June 12 Elections, while keen observers began to
watch closely the maneuvers of some members of the
International Community and their representatives.
By this time the International community had become
wary of the situation and the United States of America
sent in her foremost diplomat in Mrs. Condolezza Rice to
accompany the United Nations Secretary General, Mr.
Kofi Anan who had earlier given the false impression that
Chief Abiola was ready to let go the Mandate, to negotiate
a truce. Chief Abiola, who had been incarcerated all the
while was not assuaged by the promises and compromises
made by the various parties to the saga. Eventually, it was
announced that the winner of the June 12, 1993 Elections
had suffered a heart attack and died on the 8th of July,
1998 during one of the deliberations.
Immediately the rumour hit the streets, the people
simultaneously reacted violently, burning tyres and
vandalizing several government properties across the
country. Finally the World had a proof that Nigeria could
have a revolution, Soon the embers of the failed hope of
having their June 12 President soon faded and Nigerians
moved on.
Gen. Abubakar ordered the release of some high profile
political detainees including Gen. Obasanjo rtd, Ibrahim
Dasuki deposed Sultan of Sokoto, Chief Bola Ige, Dr.
Beko Ransome Kuti, Chris Anyanwu, Chief Frank OvieKokori, Brig. Lawan Gwadabe as well as journalists and
pro-democracy activists. The Government also
commuted the death sentences passed on Generals Diya,
Olanrewaju, Adisa and others to jail terms.

A new political process was also announced put and the
Independent National Electoral Commission INEC was
established. The draft of a New Constitution was also
submitted by the Chairman of the Constitutional Debate
Co-ordinating Committee (CDCC), Justice Niki Tobi and
on the 4th of May, 1999, the Provisional Ruling Council
(PRC), under Gen. Abubakar’s leadership, approved the
new constitution for the Fourth Republic.
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...Lead Story
The presidential Elections were held on the 27th of
February, 1999 and Nigerians although skeptical turned
out to vote in the elections and Gen. Olusegun Okikiola
Obasanjo was declared winner. Chief Olu Falae who ran
on the joint ticket of the All Peoples' Party and Alliance
for Democracy AD challenged the results; the Court of
Appeal sitting in Abuja dismissed the Suit and confirms
Obasanjo as President-elect following the election of
February 27, 1999.
A new political process was also announced put and the
Independent National Electoral Commission INEC was
established. The draft of a
New Constitution was also
submitted by the Chairman
of the Constitutional
Debate Co-ordinating
Committee (CDCC),
Justice Niki Tobi and on
the 4th of May, 1999, the
Provisional Ruling
Council (PRC), under Gen.
Abubakar’s leadership,
approved the new
constitution for the Fourth
Republic.
On the 29th of May, 1999, Chief Olusegun Obasanjo was
sworn in as Nigeria's second Executive President and
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces amidst apathy
from his people in the Southwest, Nigeria. The Political
leadership of the Yoruba Nation had pitched their tents
with the joint ticket of Alliance for Democracy and the
All People's Party flown by Chief Olu Falae, however,
those who had the levers of the events around the
Nigerian democracy had other views.
It is worthy of note to mention that the following years
have been quite instructive in the history of Nigeria.
Among the significant democratic changes have been the
Amendment of the 1999 Constitution; a document with a
lot of Military influence as it was created at the twilight of
Military Rule in Nigeria and the Military cum political
players' at the time; fear of the unknown was clearly
displayed in various provisions of the document.

been made to address this issue on two occasions to no
avail, the most recent being during the reign of Dr.
Goodluck Ebele Jonathan via a National Conference.
All attempts by the people to get a Sovereign National
Conference failed as the Legislative Arm argued that it
will amount to usurping the authority vested in the
National Assembly by the 1999 Constitution. Despite the
lack of a sovereign status however, the conference
identified several contentious issues and proffered
amendments to the Constitution in these areas,
unfortunately however, the document lies unopened in the
archives.
Although sad but true, is the
fact that Nigeria has been in a
back and forth movement in
terms of development, like
Chief Olaitan Adefila a retired
Permanent Secretary and
former Labour Leader said
during a recent exclusive
interview, “People who are in
position to rule us are people
who do not believe in the
project called Nigeria, and
hence they set us up non
circular motion that's why you discover that
It is without prejudice to the years of Military Rule,
Nigeria for the first time in its interesting history has
enjoyed twenty years of unbroken civil rule and still
waxing stronger despite the series of challenges facing the
country and it is noteworthy to mention that the date will
be celebrated Nationally for the first time following the
recognition of the date by the government of President
Muhamadu Buhari in 2018, after over 25 years that
several administrations had deliberately ignored the date.

Despite the sweeping Amendments made over time, there
are still agitations for a True Federal State, as most of the
constituent groups believe that they have not been offered
what they deserve by the Constitution. Attempts have
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whatever happened in 1992 that you
protested against will happen again in 2002,
2012 and will happen in 2022,
If not more frequently.
We have a country running in
a circle deliberately designed,
not by accident.”

Happy
Mr President Sir, you have once again proved
your determination to correct the past ills of
our great Country in rare means
unimaginable, your recognition of June 12 as
the real Democracy Day in Nigeria is a strong
attestation to this unassailable fact.
As you continue to pilot the affairs of our great
Country towards economic prosperity for all
Nigerians, I wish you remarkable
achievements in your second tenure.
Happy Democracy Day Celebration

MUHAMMADU BUHARI GCFR
President, Federal Republic of Nigeria

Dr Chidia
Maduekwe
Managing Director
Nigeria Films Corporation
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TINUBU AND 20 YEARS OF

UNBROKEN DEMOCRACY

IN NIGERIA

By: Tunde Rahman

T

wenty years in the life of a nation may be a short

and journalist, Bagauda Kalto, among others. Many were

period of time. But when such a span of time

incarcerated. Thousands who suffered immense pain in

embodies something meaningful and impactful,

diverse manners remain nameless and faceless. Some were

it is extremely noteworthy. And so Nigeria at present is

forced on exile for a long period.

celebrating two decades of uninterrupted democracy since
the democratic restoration of 1999. Considering where the

One of those who had to flee into exile to escape the death

country is coming from- a long period of coups and

squads of the Abacha military junta over the agitation for

counter coups, 30 months

the de-annulment of the

civil war, three previous

June 12 election from where

short-lived attempts at

he played a leading role in

democratic rule, military

continuing the struggle is

dictatorship of the worst

Asiwaju Bola Tinubu, the

form occasioning all kinds

All Progressives Congress

of experiments and

National Leader. In exile,

fraudulent political

Asiwaju became a critical

engineering including an

rallying point for the

annulment of a free and

opposition, making things

fair election and then a

uncomfortable for the

brutal dictatorship during which many were either killed

Abacha junta back home until that regime collapsed.

or maimed- having another democratic resurgence lasting

Following the promise of the succeeding General

20 years, and still counting, is indeed significant.

Abdulsalam Abubakar regime to hand over power,
Asiwaju Tinubu returned to the country from exile in 1998.

Operating a democracy, the best form of government

In no time at all, he became one of the leading lights who

mankind has evolved, has never been easy anywhere, talk

formed the Alliance for Democracy, one of the three main

less in Nigeria. For our democracy to have endured all of

political parties of the time. Persuaded by his close

20 years means Nigerians have invested heavily in its

associates and friends, Asiwaju threw his hat into the ring

success. We all deserve special congratulations for

for the governorship of Lagos. Against the remonstrations

working to entrench democracy in the land. These

of those who wanted to impose a candidate on the AD, he

investments have come at great costs, which, however,

and his associates insisted on open primaries buoyed by

have not been borne in equal measure. Some Nigerians

support from some temperate leaders of that party. With

sacrificed so much for it, including paying the supreme

open primaries, he emerged the governorship candidate of

price like business mogul Bashorun MKO Abiola, the

the party, contested for the 1999 governorship election and

winner of the annulled June 12 election, his wife, Kudirat

was elected.
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They constitute the basis for
accelerated rural development in
Lagos State thanks to
Tinubu’s vision and courage.

If his contributions to the return of democratic rule again
in 1999 after almost 16 years of military rule was
remarkable, his role in nurturing and deepening
democracy in the land from that period onward is even
more worthy of chronicling. Saying Asiwaju is a major
pillar of the nation’s democracy that seized every
opportunity to deepen the practice of transparent,
responsive and accountable governance, federalism and
the rule of law in Nigeria both in words and deeds is stating
the obvious.

those councils in the constitution. Nevertheless, the 20
Local Government Areas and 37 Local Council
Development Areas (LCDAs) are alive and well today.
At the inception of this democratic dispensation in 1999,
for instance, the Federal Government routinely deducted
funds as a first line charge from the Federation Account
for what it called “Special Funds”. These included

As governor, he put together a

funding of the Joint Venture

team of tested technocrats and

Contracts and NNPC priority

experienced managers,

projects, servicing of Federal

unrivalled in Nigeria’s history,

Government’s external debt,

to help him actualize his vision

funding of the Federal Capital

for the state. It is not surprising

Territory, Abuja, and funding of

that many of them are still

the judiciary and other federal

holding top leadership

responsibilities. It was after the

positions at different levels in

deduction of these monies that

the country today. Fashioned

whatever was remaining was

out a master plan and

shared among the states and Local

engineered most of the

Government Councils. The robust

innovations that spurred the

legal challenge by Lagos State at

unprecedented ongoing
development and prosperity witnessed in Lagos today. As
he brought radical changes to both the economic and
political landscapes of Lagos, enhancing the state’s
fortunes in the process, he also made significant
contributions to fiscal federalism and constitutionalism.

advantage of the states and local governments.
Again, it was the crusading legal action by Lagos State
under Tinubu’s leadership that led the Supreme Court to
declare that planning within the territorial jurisdiction of

Under his watch, Lagos challenged the Federal
Government on many constitutional issues. His
government filed as many as 14 cases at the Supreme
Court and won all. One of such landmark cases was the
one in respect of creation of additional local councils in
the state, with the Supreme Court upholding the validity of
the new councils but stating that they remained inchoate
until the National Assembly had done its part by listing

TINUBU AND HIS TEAM
LAID THE FOUNDATION FOR A
MODERN LAGOS,

the Supreme Court put a stop to this practice to the

any state was a residual matter over which the states and
not the Federal Government could exercise control. In the
words of Tinubu’s Attorney General at the time, Professor
Yemi Osinbajo (SAN), “The Supreme Court by a majority
of four out of seven justices in a full constitutional court
held that urban and regional planning as well as physical
development were residual matters within the exclusive
legislative and executive competence of states and that
grant of approvals, permits and licences for building and
physical development in Lagos State including under
bridges, loops and highways set-back are the residual
responsibility of the state government”.
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President Muhammadu Buhari
described Tinubu as one of the
strong pillars of Nigeria’s democracy

From the Alliance for Democracy (AD), Asiwaju and his
associates moved to form first, the Action Congress (AC)
and then the Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN) when the
AD became polarised in the aftermath of the choice of that
party’s presidential candidate for the 1999 poll among

When former President Obasanjo withheld revenue
allocations to Lagos on account of the creation of those
additional councils, Asiwaju was forced to look inward,
devising ingenious means of funding the new councils and
running the state. Such resourcefulness birthed the

other contentious issues. In the 2003 election, Asiwaju
became the only AD governor who survived the virulent
onslaught of the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP), which
contrived to win the election at all cost in the South-west
and credit Obasanjo with home-base support.

innovations that moved
With the ACN now in firm

the state IGR from about

control of the South-west,

N600 million monthly in
1999

to

Asiwaju’s ACN began

around

alliance talks towards the

N25billion and over

2011 election with the

N30billion monthly

Congress for Progressives

today. So significant was

Change (CPC) led by then

what Asiwaju and his

General Muhammadu

team did in eight years

Buhari, but that alliance

that many continue to

fell through. It is

acknowledge his

instructive that that merger

ingenuity.

of the South-west and
In a tribute to the APC leader during his 67th birthday in
March this year, while also praising him for his
selflessness in serving the country and contributing his
quota towards making life better for our teeming people.
“Asiwaju’s uncompromising posture in the face of
injustice and refusal to follow the path of least resistance
for personal gains stand him out today as a rare breed and
one of the cornerstones of Nigeria’s democracy,

North-West progressives and other like minds, once
predicted by the late Chief Obafemi Awolowo, and which
fell through in 2011, was eventually successfully and
consummated in the build-up to the 2015 election, thus
giving birth to the APC. For the first time in Nigeria’s
political history, that rainbow coalition that is APC,
unseated an incumbent president and formed government
at the centre.

especially with his track record of persistence,
consistency and effective leadership,” the President said.
“As the father of modern Lagos State,” Presidential
Spokesman Femi Adesina quoted the President as
commending “the visionary and inclusive leadership style
that the Asiwaju provided for the commercial nerve centre
of Nigeria for eight years, laying the foundation for a

Since then, in a bid to get the party to wax stronger,
Asiwaju and his cohorts have had to battle some
undemocratic forces within the party and their underhand
tactics. For instance, after the initial bright successes of
the APC during which elective convention was the order
of the day, some members wanted to foist dictatorship and

modern and technologically-driven city, and ensuring that

It was to Asiwaju’s credit that he led the
struggle in winning back, one by one,
those South-west states illegally captured
by the PDP through the courts,
which upheld the cause of justice.

every successive leader in the state sticks with the master
plan of a greater Lagos.”
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automatic extension of tenure on the party. Asiwaju and
other democrats successfully wrestled this move to the
ground. Tinubu spearheaded the struggle for the adoption
by APC of direct primaries as a method of picking the
party’s candidates for elections, involving the generality
of the party members as opposed to some small coterie of
delegates. That agitation culminated in the election last
year of a consummate labour activist and former
governor, Comrade Adams Oshiomhole, as APC
chairman. Oshiomhole has been changing the narrative in
APC to the admiration of many and discomfiture of
others.
Asiwaju did much more. Which of those other onerous
contributions should one highlight? Is it the crucial role he
played in persuading the Federal Government to give June
12 the honour it deserved, thus bringing the matter of the
annulled election to a proper close or the leadership he
provided, as Co-chair of the APC presidential campaigns,
in galvanising the party’s rank and file to work
assiduously for the president’s re-election in March this
year, knowing full well that President Buhari is a honest
and patriotic leader who, in his first term, had taken
concrete steps towards laying a firm foundation for a

In their book-”Statesmanship and Political Leadership:
Analyses of Nigeria’s Fourth Republic-A Festschrift in
Honour of Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu”, the authors of
the book, edited by Prof. Olanrewaju Fagbohun (SAN)
and Adewale Aderemi, Ph D, who interrogated Asiwaju’s
role in Nigeria’s democracy, said of the APC leader: “At
critical junctures since his emergence as a public figure in
the early 1990s, Asiwaju Bola Tinubu has been a pivotal
figure in the equation, by a dint of political doggedness as
the last line of resistance to the ruling party, which
historically never ruled the South-west, not only
weathered incredible political turmoil but also nurtured
the dominant political platform of the region from the
brink of disintegration to becoming the nucleus of the new
ruling party, ousting the sixteen-year incumbency of the
PDP in the process.”

greater Nigeria?
Tinubu’s role as a leading advocate of the legitimation of
June 12 has borne ample fruit with President Buhari
conferring on the hero of June 12, late MKO Abiola, a
post-humous Grand Commander of the Federal Republic
(GCFR) award while MKO’s

running mate,

Ambassador Babagana Kingibe, received the Grand
Commander of the Order of Niger award. The icing on the
cake was the pronouncing of June 12 as Democracy Day
by President Buhari. Now, the National Assembly has
passed the bill making June 12 a public holiday and
Nigeria’s Democracy Day. In the 2019 election, President
Buhari posted a resounding victory, roundly defeating the
PDP, and its candidate, former Vice President Atiku
Abubakar, to win a second term which he began a few

Any need to add more? All that Asiwaju has accomplished
hasn’t come easy. As common in the trajectories of great
men like Chief Obafemi Awolowo, Dr. Nnamdi Azikwe
and many other leaders, Asiwaju has had his own fair
share of treachery, deceit and campaigns of calumny, even
by some of those he trusted. He has, however, weathered
the storms. He is carrying on and waxing stronger. One of
the tasks he has taken upon himself at present is
safeguarding and strengthening party supremacy within
the governing party and ensuring adherence to the party’s
position in respect of emergence of the National
Assembly’s presiding officers. Asiwaju has a lot more to
offer. Surely, in the fullness of time and with the gift of life
and continued good health, the fullness of his robust
intellect, competence, and capability will be released in
the service of our country.

days ago.
*Tunde Rahman is Media Adviser to Asiwaju Bola
Ahmed Tinubu.
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THE

IN THE SPIRIT OF DEMOCRACY
National Orientation is Synonymous to National Development.
The preponderance of hate speeches and social malaise deserves special attention by
the government.
The Country is now in dire need to promote the spirit of nationalism ever than before.
The minds of Nigerians, especially the younger generation, must be tailored towards
positive conducts, in order to properly address the current spread of hate speeches
and high immoralities causing havoc in our contemporary society.
Broadening the scope of operations and proper funding of appropriate Federal
Agencies in charge of national orientation, is very germane towards the realisation of
the lofty objectives to reunite Nigerians across the artificial divides.
The Federal Ministry of Information & Culture and all agencies under the supervision
of the Ministry must be well funded to deliver on their mandate. The Home Videos
and Internet easily release balderdash that gives wrong orientation to young Nigerians.
The Nigeria Films and Censors Board must raise the bar of discipline in the industry
and properly censor movies before their release into the market.
The leadership of the National Orientation Agency under the leadership of the
Director General - Dr Garba Abari deserves special commendation for leaving no
stone unturned in keeping faith alive with the task of national orientation, but a beam
on the agency indicates need for enhanced funding by the government, if the current
challenges must be abated with dispatch.
State Governors are urged to partner appropriately with the State Offices of the
National Orientation Agency in order to create a pool of knowledge on national
orientation at the grassroots level.

MUHAMMADU BUHARI GCFR
President, Federal Republic of Nigeria

Let's unite to facilitate ideal orientation for young Nigerians.
God bless Nigeria, God bless President Muhammadu Buhari.

HAPPY DEMOCRACY DAY CELEBRATION
Message By:
Greener Nigeria Movement
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KOGI:

AS I SEE IT
By: Ibrahim Adejare

O

n the last day of our fact-finding mission to the
Confluence State, Kogi, we met with the Chief of
Staff to the Governor, Mr Edward Onoja. He
gave us a weary smile, as I and Efe Okposio were about to
sit at the meeting venue. He asked of my
name. I said, 'my name is Adejare
Ibrahim. I am from Oyo State'. He
retorted, 'OK, have your seat'. His
comely face, though tiresome, radiates
love and affection.

terrestrial power can upturn it. No matter how sophisticated
the sophistries of the sophists are, all weapons fashioned
against you shall not prosper. No human power can
decimate the divine fortress of the Almighty. Therefore, we
shoved the issue aside and moved.

The Edward Onoja
I saw on that night
was a simple,
calm and
pleasant man.

After we had all sat, everyone was
given few minutes to make a brief
remark about the inspection tour. When
it came to my turn to speak, right in the
presence of Mr Onoja, this is what I told him:

Sir, I never loved Governor Yahyah Bello for once. The
day he was sworn in as the governor of Kogi State, I was
one of the most embittered persons. My bitterness is
predicated on two grounds. First, Hon. James Faleke is a
close associate of my Cousin, Hon. Adeyemi Akeem. We
were so resentful, as we felt shortchanged by the steps
taken by the leadership of the APC'. Before I concluded, he
said, Oh, OK OK, Honourable Faleke... That's good. Then,
I continued with my observation. Let me save the rest of the
story for another day.
Friends, the issue is this, my conscious understanding of
Governor Bello was that of a man who got a revered
mandate on a platter of gold. I mean, something he did
really toil for. Honestly, since the day he was sworn in as
the Executive Governor of Kogi State, I saw nothing good
in him. However, who are we to query destiny? Yahaya
Bello is a man of destiny. His enthronement, as the
governor of Kogi, is a clear manifestation of divine favour
in the life of a man. When providence smiles at you, no

WHAT EXACTLY DID WE
MEET ON GROUND IN KOGI?

We embarked on the inspection tour
of the three Senatorial Districts in
Kogi with the Director General,
Media Office, Kogi State Government
House, Evangelist Kingsley Fanwo.
Evangelist Kingsley is a down-toearth man, who has a heart of gold. His
humility and candour are a rare commodity that remains
elusive of many public office holders. In our entourage
were people of equal zeal and valour, who were ready to go
beyond the call of duty, in order to know the truth, so that the
truth shall set them free. After all, none of us is from Kogi.
We are all a bunch of outsiders, who have the interests of
Kogi at heart. In our team, we had Zara Onyinye, Efe
Okposio, Bestman Nze-Jumbo, Naseerdeen Abubakry,

Godwin Iyke Okeke Godwin Iyke, Ireti, Vivian
Umeuzochukwu, Onyekachi Okafor, CBN Governor, Lawi
Isa, Mallam Rabiu and other great people of like minds.
WHAT WE SAW
We traversed the whole length and breadth of the
Confluence State. We visited all the three senatorial
districts, all the nine federal constituencies and the twentyfive state constituencies in Kogi. Let me dispassionately
reveal my opinion on Kogi. Before I go on, without
sounding immodest, there is no zone of this country I have
not been to. Therefore, if I can authoritatively give adequate
and informed judgment on any state in Nigeria.
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INFRASTRUCTURE (ROADS AND
ELECTRICITY)
In all the three zones, the Bello administration has
constructed and rehabilitated roads, that run into hundreds
of kilometres. I saw them myself. I was not told. There is no
local government where you'll not find, at least, a road
constructed or rehabilitated by Yahaya Bello. Moreover,
none of the previous administration had installed
transformers the way Yahaya Bello administration does.
EDUCATION
Bello administration has constructed, reconstructed and
rehabilitated 350 blocks of classrooms across the length
and breadth of Kogi State. I saw many of them during our
inspection visit.
EMPOWERMENT (OMI RICE MILL)
Truth be told, many Kogi indigenes (which I personally
met on the inspection) are complaining of lack of work. No
thanks to the past administrations of Ibrahim Idris and Idris
Wada. If these past administrations had laid the solid
foundation of empowerment for the good people of Kogi,
the situation would not have been so bad. However,
Yahaya Bello, in the last three years, has been making
frantic efforts to reverse this ugly trend. One of the most
significant steps taken towards obviating the plights of the
masses is the establishment of the Omi Rice Mill.

project, if meticulously executed, will make Kogi,
especially Yagba West, a hub of business activities and the
second largest rice mill in northern Nigeria. Omi Rice Mill
has an installed capacity of 100 tonnes/day (2000 bags of
50kg rice). About 800 Kogites, on shift basis, will be
employed in the rice factory. Rice farmers in Kogi can, as
well, bring their rice paddy to the factory for milling by the
payment of a token. A biomass plant, which will make use
of bio fuel, has been installed to supply power to the factory
and the neighbouring communities.
The ripple effect this Mill will have on the lives of Kogi
people is that thousands of Kogites and non-Kogites will be
employed, through direct and indirect engagements. This,
as explained by Reverend Kingsley Fanwo, is one of the
proactive measures put in place by the Bello administration
to transform the lives and turn the fortunes of the people of
Kogi around. Fortunately, this company falls in Kogi West
Senatorial District, Senator Dino Melaye's District.
OUTSTANDING SALARIES
The exact number of months being owed by the State
Government is five. Though, this may sound inexcusable;
however, in the course of our meeting with the Chief of
Staff, Mr Edward Onoja, he promised that two months
salary will hit the account of Kogi civil servants. True to his
promise, the civil servants have been receiving alerts. The
outstanding salaries will be paid in due course.

In Omi Rice Mill, we saw with our naked eyes cutting-edge
technology deployed and state-of-the-art equipment
installed. I pray for a swift completion of the project. This
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What if

God

choose

YAHAYA
BELLO
again?
By Dr. Yakubu Ozohu-Suleiman

T

from God; and that God is harmless to people, and that
He gives His Kingdom to whomsoever He wills with
no mistake and no injustice”.

A set of related questions needs to be answered in
order to determine the merit of these campaigns. The
questions are:-

Yahaya Bello’s emergence in 2015 as Kogi state
Governor was believed by almost everyone, including
Satan, as God’s overpowering intervention. Of course
he (Bello) contested the election and emerged second
to late Prince Abubakar Audu who won the APC state
primaries. The election saw APC leading PDP and
other parties in the state with wide margin that was
going to end in victory for Prince Abubakar Audu,
when suddenly death was announced of the Prince.

he campaign against Governor Yahaya Bello
of Kogi state over his second term bid has
been so intense, and, I think, mischievous that,
in my view, it calls for a discriminant analysis to distill
truth from falsehood so that the voting public might be
guided.

1). Who are those campaigning against Yahaya Bello?
2). What are their motives?

After protracted legal battles,
3). On what major areas are their campaigns?
4). what alternatives are they offering?
I will try to answer these questions, but I must state
that everyone is entitled to his/her own questions to
ask and answers to provide, which may differ from
mine. I will depart from the premise that “there is no
victory [in any venture, including politics], except

the Supreme Court backed
Yahaya Bello as the appropriate
candidate to bear the
APC’s victory as announced
by INEC in the state.

From the period of the legal battle up to the point of
swearing in and afterwards, certain categories of
Bello’s oppositions emerged. These includes
1), those who think that an Ebira person is not fit and
should never be given the chance to govern Kogi state;
2), those in opposition parties, who think they should
have been declared winner of the election after Prince
Audu’s death;
3), those who are aggrieved because they could not
secure political appointment or state contracts;
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4), those who are aggrieved because they were not
given the chance to produce appointees that would
represent their interests in Bello’s government.
After careful analysis, I discovered that majority of
the campaign contents against Yahaya Bello that are
shared on social media comes from the variant of
oppositions described in 1 – 4 above. In answer to my
first question therefore, those who are campaigning
against Yahaya Bello are mainly those who are
opposed to his leadership of the state regardless of his
performance.
They are the ones who
generate campaign
contents and pass on to
others who share in
bandwagon without factchecking them. Ask any
of Bello’s critics for
reliable evidence over the
claims they share on the
media, and they would
say, “Someone shared
with me”. This is part of
the larger problem of
media literacy we really
need to fix. Sadly, we are
witnessing a growing
number of online news media that simply
manufacture news from their rooms and sell around
political oppositions.
Following from the above, it should not be difficult to
understand that the motive of the majority of those
who are campaigning against Yahaya Bello is to
address relative personal grievances against his
government.
Thus, their campaigns and criticisms are not actually
defined by genuine interest in the well-being of the

State workers salary
has been the major area
of the campaign
against Yahaya Bello.

generality of the people of Kogi state, but by selfservice. Any careful observer would have noticed that
these campaigners and critics are beginning to vanish
and becoming supporters. How did it get to this? I
don’t know, but it should tell you that the campaigns
and criticisms lack sincerity of purpose.
The average critic would tell you “he has not been
paying workers salaries in the state”. If this were a
hypothesis, it would be rejected because
incompleteness is not synonymous with absence, and
with the progress Bello has made in addressing salary
shortfalls in the state,
including the ones he
inherited, the critics have
turned quietly toward contract
awards and project
completion.
What exactly is the difference
between the salary shortfalls
in Kogi state and the salary
shortfalls and non-payment of
earned allowance by Federal
government to University
workers that has lasted for ten
years? What is NLC saying
about this? What is the
Nigerian public saying about
this? Don’t get me wrong please. I do not intend to
justify any delay or non-payment of workers
entitlements, because I am a victim of the Federal
government here, but when mischief is uploaded into
the issues, they get complicated and develop resistance
to solutions.
These mischief-based complications are the reasons
those campaigning against Yahaya Bello are not able
to offer any reliable alternative to him for the state
governorship election coming up. So I am asking, what
if God, who understands our problem and chose
Yahaya Bello for us the first time, decides to return
him for second term? Would you say God does not
mean well for us?
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Congratulations on your
SECOND TERM

MUHAMMADU BUHARI GCFR
President, Federal Republic of Nigeria

On behalf of my self and the entire good people of Kwara
Central Senatorial District, I wish you positive accomplishments
in your strides to advance the welfare of Nigerians.
HAPPY DEMOCRACY DAY MR PRESIDENT
Senator Ibrahim Yahya Oloriegbe
Kwara Central Senatorial District
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THE NECESSITY OF DAILY NEEDS IN
TANDEM WITH MORALITY

By: TAJUDEEN HABEEB

H

uman, like machines and systems, have
as combinations, a collection of organs;
respiratory, circulatory, digestive,
nervous, endocrine and excretory. To build
immunes, muscles, skeletal, and to
reproduce, like machines requires
lubrications that which in human
come in the form of food
consumption. The variety of
which may be vitamins, proteins,
fat, carbohydrates and many
more. Thus, food becomes a
daily necessity to refill the
energy and give required
nutrients while setting it to
work.

The continuous rise in technological innovations,
inventions, mobility, communication, and in fact, the
competitive nature of human has given rise to more daily
needs so as to meet up with other competitors and ease
interactions.

Since no human can possibly be selfTo earn money,
sufficient and produce all that he/she
one has to be
needed, it then become mandatory
a generally acceptable medium
gainfully employed or that
of exchange (money) be
established to serve as a means of
render service(s),
payment for all other needs and
which is guided by
necessities.
principles
The idea of principle and ethics in
and ethics.
the transaction is to bring about

As a higher animal (animal with
intelligence), according to biological
scientists, the sense of dignity and
uniqueness led to the requirement of
clothing to cover that which is by nature a hiding
part of the body in both sexes.

The nature of the space itself, which through its
beauty allowed for the rotation of the seasons from
Harmattan to raining season. All to beautify the
human existence and aid its growth as proved by
Science. Hence, it becomes important that while
these seasons interchange through nature, human
find a place to keep their head and differentiate
themselves from other lower animals. It thus
becomes important that human find shelter which
forms part of their daily needs.

fairness and moderate the process which
if given a broader definition becomes
morality.
The growing needs and necessities of human, meeting up
with the demands of today's world has, however, let loose
the sense of morality in many individuals. The market
women short-change customers with an intent of
maximizing profit, the youths engage in scam and illicit
affairs to make ends meet, while the large scale traders
also hoard their goods to sell at a later period to make
inordinate profit.
Today's realities have taken a new dimension in relation
to money making in the hard labour industry. The
struggle for survival and to make ends meet has pushed
many to involve in immoral acts, such as illicit drug
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intake. Some also take drugs to serve as a source of power
or inspiration.
As such, drug, an obvious immorality has become a norm
in our society. Unfortunately, illicit drug usage is not
peculiar to guys, it has also become rampant among the
female folks, particularly young ladies, with many also
into runs and prostitution, all in a bid to make a living.
The daily struggle for survival is said to be the cause of an
increase in crimes and criminalities in our society today.
In the public and civil service, those who cut corners are
regarded as 'smart and lucky' people. In my hood, we
refer to the corrupt practice as “Alubarika Nigeria” which
literary means Nigeria's blessing.
Bribe-taking by security officials, tipping practices of our
contractors in the MDAs, examination malpractice in the
education sector, among other forms of moral decadence
has become a norm in our society today.
The possibility of these daily demands of turning an
hitherto responsible parent to irresponsible parent as a
result of the drive to meet up with their family daily
needs? The effect is the continuous littering of our street
and community with youths capable of nuisance
perpetration in our various locality.

This is why a society populated by people with the right
mind set and high moral standard always tend to be on the
path of development. There are trust and mutual respect
that breeds peace.
It is, therefore, important we look into our moral values
and ethical conducts in our daily activities if we are serious
about attaining the much-desired development in Nigeria.
The hustling to meet up with our daily needs in whatever
means we can, is currently affecting our projection and
vision for the future, imagine our educational system full
of immoralities in the form examination malpractices and
other unethical behaviours, what do we think such system
will give birth to?
In our existence as a nation, there has never been a period
we need much emphasis on moral education and value
reorientation than we currently do. In the comity of states,
our country's image has so much been sullied, as a result of
the moral decadence and lack of ethical values prevalent
among our people.
Unknown to many, this has also contributed to why many
potential investors have stayed away from the country,
leading to scarcity of more dignified sources of income for
the teeming population.

The growing number of young people
who are involved in all sort of cybercrimes
speaks volumes of how much the
present generation has lost to morality
and human dignity.

Really, our drive to meet up with daily needs and
necessities has derailed and killed the sense of morality
and ethics in us. It is important that the nation re-engineers
the mind of the youth towards the path of morality, as a
nation without moral values is bound to fail.

In addition, sex for mark, sex for job have become
prevalent in our tertiary institutions and in the corporate
environment, and sadly, some people see this as normal
and refer to it as 'use what you get to get what you want.’
Without doubt, all these forms of moral decadence have
eaten deep into our system, and we must begin to look at
and orientate the young ones on how they can make ends
meet without resorting to immoral acts.

The future lies with the youths, having the correct moral
and value orientation is then a sure means of preparing the
future if only we believe in it. Moral education and value
reorientation are necessary requirements we must focus
on as a nation, in our collective strive to achieve the muchdesired development and progress.
As a matter of urgency, the Federal Government through
its agencies such as the NOA, NBC, among other relevant
agencies must begin to make efforts towards the
orientation of the youth on ethics and morality.

Does the blame lie solely with the government? The truth
is that morality is a product of mind set. In other words,
the existence of morality lies in the mind of every
individual.
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR

WELL DESERVED APPOINTMENT
It was with great pleasure that we learned
of your appointment as Chief of Staff
(COS) to the Executive Governor of Kwara
State, His Excellency Alhaji Abdulrahman
Abdulrazaq.

Please allow me to congratulate you most
warmly both on my behalf and on behalf of
the entire Sholagberu family members
both home and abroad from Oja tuntun in
Isale-Aluko to Agbaji Quarters and idi
agbede in Isale Oja.
Just like one plus one naturally makes two,
so shall your new job would be easily easy
and you shall find Favour, Rahma and
hidayah, Bijahi Seyidi liujudi(SAW) and
Alfa Agba Sholagberu, once again
,Congratulations Sir.

Alhaji Logun Adisa Aminu
Chief of Staff
To The Executive Governor of Kwara State

For the family.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

DEMOCRACY DAY
TO WORKERS STRUGGLE IN NIGERIA
By: Comrade Martin Adekunle Egbanubi

The executive and

T

his year democracy day
celebration is highly
remarkable, as such, it
brings a reflection of nexus
between democracy and workers
plight. As noted on the
celebration of workers day in
May, the International Labour
Day is a symbolic day that gives
workers hope for better future. It
is the day workers across the
world reflect and honour the
memories of the heroes of global workers struggle
especially those that laid down their lives to ensure that
workers no longer work for more than 8 hours a day. This
day, Nigerian workers join millions of workers all over the
world to mark the 133rd anniversary of May Day otherwise
known as International Workers’ Day. It is a day of
symbolic reflection on the sacrifice made by the global
working class in the historic struggle for decent working
hours the "eight hour movement" leading to the execution
of four unionists in Chicago Illinois (Hay Market
th
Massacre) on 4 May, 1886.

legislative arms of
government including
members of the tripartite
committee on National
Minimum Wage are highly
commended for their
painstaking effort in
ensuring that the process of
achieving the thirty thousand
naira new national minimum
wage comes to reality. We call on the state governments to
toe that line and ensure full implementation of the new
wage and payment of outstanding arrears of salary owed
workers in some states of the federation.
This year anniversary is coinciding with the centenary
anniversary of the International Labour Organisation. The
global advocate of social justice is the International Labour
Organisation (ILO). It functions in a democratic way by
taking interest in the protection of working class

For the average worker in Nigeria, a lot has happened
between the last May Day and now. Drawing perspective
from the theme coined by labour movement in Nigeria to
commemorate this year’s International Labour Day that is;
“Another 100 Years of Struggle for Jobs, Dignity and
Social Justice in Nigeria’ it is an apt theme to the current
struggle by Nigerian workers for a new National Minimum
Wage. I salute the gallantry of the leadership of the labour
movement and the commitment of Nigerian workers
towards the victory achieved in the National Minimum
Wage struggle leading to the passage of the Wage Bill by
the National Assembly and the eventual signing to law the
National Minimum Wage Repeal and Re-Enactment Act,
2019 on April 18, 2019 by President Mohammadu Buhari.

throughout the world. Established in 1919 as the first
specialised agency of the United Nations Organisation, the
ILO tripartite nature (government, employers, and labour)
makes it a global advocate of economic and social justice
among the industrial and labour relations actors.
What the ILO's founders recognized in 1919 was that the
global economy needed clear rules in order to ensure that

It is also worthy of commendation the
progressive position of the
employers' associations vis- a -vis their
readiness to pay any approved amount.
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economic progress would go hand in hand with social
justice, prosperity and peace for all. To address conditions
of labour such as injustice, exploitation, hardship and
privation; the ILO established a system of international
labour standards i.e international conventions and
recommendations drawn up by representatives of
governments, employers and workers from around the
world - covering all matters related to work.
The global labour movement must respond to the

Drawing inspiration from the selfless leadership qualities of

challenges engendered by the economic neo-liberal

the late labour legend; Comrade Michael Imoudu

reforms in many ways, most importantly through

(popularly called labour leader number one) and other

ideological/ intellectual and practical engagement. While

living veterans and icons of the labour movement is capable

the latter reflect the labour movement response in its raw

of helping the movement to overcome the ideological

state, the former addressed the ideological contradictions

bankruptcy and disunity. Labour veterans and leaders

inherent in the neo-liberal reforms and proffered strategies

should also work out a strategy to address this disturbing

to develop the intellectual base of union members in order

trend of balkanization and help synergize the activities of

to contend favourably with the neo-liberal challenge of the

the labour centres similar to the solidarity exhibited through

twenty-first century.

strategic alliance and partnership by the American
Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial

The need to strengthen workers solidarity and unity is

Organisations (AFL-CIO) in the United States of America.

necessary to attain victory in the enormous struggle ahead.
Nigerian workers and the leadership of the labour

The international trade union movement today has adopted

movement must shun all divisive tendencies and close

a new global order of social movement trade unionism. The

ranks to wage a collective struggle against all forms of

classical concept of social movement implies the creation of

exploitations, corruption, poverty, slave wage, neo-

an entirely new socio-economic and political order,

liberalism, unfair labour practices, and political

especially as it concerns the institutions of property and the

manipulations by the ruling elites, etc. “Workers of the

distribution of wealth and power. Nigerian labour

world unite, you have nothing to lose but your chains’

movement must embark on trust and confidence building

was the clarion call to global labour movement by Karl

with the Civil Society organizations and other traditional

Marx and Engels at the end of the Communist Manifesto in

allies who felt betrayed by the conformists’ tendencies and

1886. This they said is necessary to overcome the

activities of some labour leaders who hobnob with the

dominance of capitalists and the bourgeois exploitation of

establishment and oppressive forces to shortchange

the working class. For workers to achieve a fair wage and

workers and the masses.

decent work there must be unity of purpose.
The revitalization of the Labour and Civil society Coalition
Nigerian labour movement should embark on an

(LASCO) platform is thus imperative to achieve this

immediate soul searching struggle to restore back the lost

revolutionary objective. Building strong partnerships and

core values and ideology. The labour of heroes of the

alliances with pro-left Civil Society Organisations and

labour movement, both living and dead should not be

other social movements in a well-coordinated manner is a

allowed to be in vain. We must re-invent the core values of

sine qua non to a virile social movement trade unionism in

trade unionism and learn from history.

Nigeria.
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The Labour movement in Nigeria must as part of the

This is specifically in the case of the Academic staff Union

strategy to re=invent its will and trade union ideology;

of Universities and generally other trade unions in Nigeria.

address the public perception on the issues of transparency

It must also be committed to the struggle that will provide

and accountability. The perceived corruption within the

leadership for a nationwide struggle against the policies of

labour movement and the oligarchic tendencies

as

privatisation and deregulation and for full industrialization

evidenced in the luxurious lives and ostentatious display of

drive that could ensure massive employment and expansion

wealth similar to those of the bourgeoisies, have placed a

of infrastructure.

moral burden on the class struggle against corrupt political
and ruling elites at all levels. A legal maxim says; "He who

The movement must embark on a soul searching struggle to

comes to equity must come with clean hands", class

re-invent its ideology and build a strong platform under the

struggle must thus, be waged with a lot of responsibility,

Labour and Civil Society Coalition (LASCO) towards the

modesty, transparency and accountability.

emergence of a genuine mass party of the working class and
the poor as the political alternative to the political parties of

The Nigeria Labour movement is the last hope of the

the ruling class of exploiters. The movement therefore must

masses in the vanguard for freedom, political and

take full responsibility and ownership of the Labour Party

economic emancipation. Labour leaders and trade

and rebuild it along ideological line similar to the workers’

unionists are regarded as change agents; the workers and

or labour parties in Brazil, Britain, Norway, Australia, e t c.

masses look up to them to champion the struggle for
economic and social justice, good governance and

Finally, there is a need for government to take proactive

sustainable development in Nigeria.

measures to address all security issues ravaging every part
of the country which constitute threats to lives and

The Labour Movement in Nigeria must continuously task

properties. There must be concerted efforts by all security

government on reindustrializing Nigeria and rebuilding

agencies to holistically address insurgency, kidnapping,

critical infrastructures. These are cardinal in the realisation

armed robbery and banditry, herders-farmers crisis,

of any development agenda and reduction in

communal crisis, cattle rustling, ritual killings, cultism and

unemployment and extreme poverty. The movement must

other social vices that have constituted terror to good

come up with a blue print for national development and a

citizens of this country.

comprehensive agenda to mitigate the hardship faced by

The Labour movement must be in the vanguard to task

the unemployed and develop a sustainable social security

government on the need to urgently address these national

template.

issues. Labour must also ensure that government at all
levels address infrastructural deficits and other socio-

Furthermore the Movement must aid the enforcement of

economic challenges which are mostly responsible for mass

the Decent Work and living wage charters and ensure that

poverty and unemployment.

employers and governments at all levels honour and
implement collective agreements reached with workers.

Happy Celebrations!
Viva Nigerian Workers! Viva Democracy!! Viva Federal
Republic of Nigeria!!!
Aluta Continua! Victoria Ascerta!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL OF NIGERIA
National Headquarters
No23 Aswan Street, Wuse Zone 3, Abuja.

THE AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
The authentic leadership of the National
Youth Council of Nigeria is being led by
Amb Sukubo Saraigbe Sukubo, a front
line Youth Leader, who has served as
Chairman, NYCN Rivers State Chapter
and Chairman, Forum of NYCN State
Chairmen.
He emerged through a credible process
and enjoy an unwavering support of all
the structures of NYCN including past
Presidents of the Council.
Attached document duly signed by the
Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports
speaks volume.
As beautiful as Democracy is, charlatans
abuse democratic norms to create
impasse or balkanisation simply because
they were defeated by the victor.
We urge all well meaning Nigerians
especially Government at all levels not to
be carried away by the phantasmagoria
of deceits by political turncoats
misrepresenting the interest of Nigeria
Youth through fraudulent claims.
Support the authentic leadership and
make Nigeria Youth proud.

Signed:
Comrade Damola H Olugbode
National PRO
08068360731
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JUNE 12; BEYOND THE DECLARATION OF A DEMOCRACY DAY
By: Olufemi Lawson

N

igeria, a nation that has lived
in denial for over 25 years
finally came home to face

the truth. On June 12, 1993, Nigerians
went to the polls to elect a civilian
democratic President. The election was
generally adjudged to be peaceful, free
and fair but the official result was not
released. The military President in
power, General Ibrahim Badamosi
Babangida, annulled the elections using
all kinds of subterfuge or so it seemed.
A motley group of cash & carry
politicians led by then irrepressible
Arthur Nzeribe, connived with an equally cash & carry
judiciary to give IBB an alibi to cancel the elections. The
nation, especially, Southern part, rose up in protest against
IBB and his henchmen. We cannot but remember warriors
like late Beko-Ransome Kuti, Chief Gani Fawehinmi,
Femi Falana, Joe Okei-Odumakin and the trade unionist
Frank Kokori leading protests which many Nigerians
joined-in without prompting in Lagos and other parts of the
country. There were bonfires all over Lagos and other parts
of the South West and for the first time in modern Nigerian
history since the women riots, a full blown civil
disobedience was in full swing dragging economic
activities to a halt for weeks.

The peoples 'force' compelled IBB to
step aside, enthroning Chief Earnest
Shonekan's interim National
Government (ING). Nigerians were not
sure whether to support Shonekan or
not despite the very spirited efforts
which his government made to reset the
nation for a new phase of economic
development. The empanelling of the
vision 2010 committee was one of such
strategic initiatives by Shonekan.
Sensing that Nigerians were
ambivalent regarding the interim
national government and perhaps more
in keeping with written secret scripts
held between IBB and his man Friday,
Sani Abacha, Shonekan was forced to
resign and with it his government came
crashing. Abacha latter died serving the nation. Soon after
Abacha's death, hope was raised that MKO would be sworn
in as president.
But that was not to be. The nation woke up one day to hear
that MKO Abiola had been dispatched to his ancestors.
One had thought the nation was going to burn. Only a tepid
response perhaps similar to the one David made when his
son born out of adulterous relationship with Uriah's wife
died. While the child was sick, David was in visible agony,
refusing to eat or bath. So when the child eventually died,
his aides thought he was going to kill himself. But the guy
thought otherwise. No need to cry over split milk. He
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In the 1999 elections,
it was predominantly the North,
the Middle belt and the
East that gave OBJ victory

shaved, had his bath and ordered a sumptuous meal.
Nigerians moved on with the fast transition to civil rule
plan of Abdulsalami Abubakar or so it seemed.
Olusegun Obasanjo was thrust on the nation by the
Northern military establishment led by the irrepressible
IBB himself against all odds including sidelining the likes
of late Alex Ekwueme and Olu Falae, who midwifed the
new democracy and also prepared to assume the
presidency. OBJ, a former military Head of State returned
as a civilian democratic President of Nigeria. It was said
that the North gave the presidency to the Southwest to
appease them for denying Abiola the presidency. But was
the West appeased?
It did not look so, as the West at first, essentially, did not
seem to have supported OBJ. The initial hostility of the
West led by the Alliance for Democracy (AD) continued
almost through OBJ's 8-year tenure. Whether this was the
main reason OBJ never paid any attention to Abiola and the
June 12 movement, one may never know. But throughout
his tenure OBJ hardly brought Abiola or June 12 into any
discussion and one could conclude he wanted the issue
buried and forgotten.
Then come in President Umaru Yardua, who's health did
not give him enough time to pay attention to several critical
national issues and so it is difficult to say if he would have
had a different view about Abiola and June 12, even though
the national honour he gave to Gani (which Gani
eventually rejected) showed a softness to human right
activists.
Then enter President Muhammadu Buhari (PMB) under
the political amalgam called APC as arranged between the
Southwest dominated ACN, Buhari's Northern dominated
CPC and nPDP.
The country seems to be slowly descending into a
dictatorship with the unfolding erosion of the powers and
relevance of the legislature and a patently evident
repression and intimidation of the main opposition partythe PDP.
It is in this charged political milieu where we were
wondering how we got here that PMB sprung the greatest
surprise of his tenure. In a twinkle of an eye, he rewrote
history and did what Napoleon could not do. According to
the media reports, he acknowledged for the first time that
Chief MKO Abiola of blessed memory actually won the
June 12, 1993 elections. To demonstrate this, he awarded
MKO the highest national honour of the nation- GCFR,

reserved for only Heads of State of Nigeria. Abiola's VicePresidential candidate Babagana Kingibe was awarded
GCON- the honour for Vice-Presidents. He also gave
similar Honour to Gani Fawhenmi, the late human rights
crusader and democratic icon. To cap it up, he changed the
date for the observance of Nigeria's democracy day from
May 29 to June 12. These are issues which the June 12
movement, other pro-democracy groups and Abiola's
family have consistently canvassed over these many years.
Since this surprise was sprung, there have been several
comments in the media. The consensus is that this is a good
move but done with a motive to score political points
(cheaply or costly). And then I ask, what is wrong with that?
My wish is that PMB would score many more of such
political points. How wonderful it will be for us to wake up
tomorrow to hear that he has accepted the recommendations
of the 2014 political conference and ordered immediate
implementation or agreed to drastically restructure Nigeria
using the six -geopolitical zones as federating units for
example. Let him score all the political points (cheaply or
costly). For one thing, they will help write off his current
political deficits and perhaps place him on the positive.
Won't that be a good thing for Nigeria?
Additionally I have heard suggestions that he should do
more than what he has done. People have suggested that
Abiola and Kingibe should be paid arrears of their salaries
as President and Vice President. This is only fair. Others
have suggested that Kudirat Abiola who died in the struggle
for her husband's mandate should be equally honoured and I
agree. Others are requesting that government should help
rebuild Abiola's businesses that have failed. I demure on
that. Indeed I am hoping that other heroes of June 12 like
Beko Ransome-Kuti, Tony Enahoro, Balarabe Musa,
Ndubuisi Kanu, Yinka Odumakin and comrade Frank
Kokori should also be honoured. In similar manner, Nigeria
must not forget the sacrifices of leaders like General
Thomas Aguiyi- Ironsi, Col Adekunle Fajuyi, Shehu Musa
Yardua, Alfred Rewane, Dele Giwa and many others who
have died in the bid to bring peace and unity to Nigeria.
They and their families and businesses need recognition,
honour, resuscitation and restitution. What is good for the
gander is good also for the goose!
Nigerians have applauded and defended the decision of
President Muhammadu Buhari (PMB) to honour late MKO
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Abiola and his Vice- Presidential candidate, Babagana
Kingibe for their victory in the June 12, 1993 elections, a
victory which had been denied in the last 25 years.
All fair minded people accepted that it was a good thing to
happen, though many said PMB was scoring a 'cheap
political point' questioning his democratic credentials
including being on the side of Abacha, and some others
said Babagana Kingibe did not deserve the honour as he
was said to have abandoned the struggle or even sabotaged
Abiola by accepting to serve in Abacha's cabinet.
Everybody is entitled to his opinion but I remain convinced
that PMB, irrespective of his motives scored a bull's eye
with this June 12 recognition and re-validation.

It is aimed at setting national
healing process and reconciliation
of the 25-year festering wound caused by the
annulment of June 12 elections.”
Very strong and unusual words and
sentiments from PMB!
Indeed, PMB in my view scored more points by what he
did and said at the award ceremony on June 12, 2018. Hear
him” The recognition is not an attempt to open old wounds
but to put right a national wrong”. He further said” We
cannot rewind the past but we can at least assuage our
feelings; recognize that a wrong has been committed and
resolve to stand firm now and in the future for the sanctity
of free elections. Nigerians would no longer tolerate such
perversion of justice”.
After taking the unusual humane step to openly apologise
to the Abiola family and the entire nation for the injury
done by the annulment he concluded thus “Our decision to
recognize and honour June 12 and its actors is in the
national interest.
These are the kind of actions and kind of speeches we have
long wished and prayed that PMB would take and make
since he came to power in 2015 and I have written many
articles urging him to take actions along this path to unite
the nation which has further fractured under his watch.
Therefore how would I not be impressed when it seemed
that my prayers were being answered?

Egba man as MKO to be the Head of State and to lead the
Interim National Government (ING). When that did not
work, Olusegun Obasanjo was recruited to become
President in 1999.
When that still seemed not to have fully assuaged the
Yoruba nation, PMB finally accepted the demand to
honour Abiola and to officially declare June 12 as Nigeria's
official democracy day; in somehow trying to bring this
national debacle to a closure. Abiola's family, the entire
Yoruba nation and the democracy activists seem to have a
sense of relief and a feeling that some justice had been done
by this largely unexpected gesture by PMB. Other
Nigerian nationalities that love justice, equity and fair play
generally feel the same way. Indeed, this is not Nigeria's
first effort to right wrongs and assuage feelings of different
nationalities in the Nigerian Federation.
We recall the efforts made by Nigeria to assuage and
correct some of the wrongs done to the people of the Niger
Delta. Though all the wrongs have not been fully righted
but the efforts to increase derivation to 13%, create the
NDDC, create the Ministry of the Niger Delta, offer the
Niger Delta militants amnesty and rehabilitation and the
current cleaning of Ogoni land are all in the right direction
and indicate a desire to right wrongs and heal wounds.
More recently, the Federal Government has been investing
hugely to right the wrongs done by Boko Haram against
the people of the North East. The North East Development
Commission (NEDC) is receiving budgetary allocations
from the Federal Government and financial support from
local and international organizations. The Federal
Government is paying huge sums of money to assuage the
Boko Haram insurgents to have them release some of their
hostages and some others are being de-radicalized and
reintegrated into the normal civil system at the expense of
the government. Huge rehabilitation of displaced persons
and rebuilding of infrastructure are ongoing in the North
East.
Many other examples abound. Jonathan's rise to the
presidency was helped by a desire to heal the hurt of the
Niger Delta people following the Odi massacre; Umaru
Yardua's choice as President was helped by a desire to right
the wrongs done to the North West by the unnatural death
of Shehu Yardua in prison etc. All these are well and nice
and fit into the move to right wrongs, cause healing and
national reconciliation.

When IBB annulled the election and saw the anger of
Nigerians especially the Yoruba, he tried to appease the
Yoruba by appointing Chief Ernest Shonekan, a fellow
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NIGERIA'S CONTINUOUS
SECURITY SHORTFALL:
TO WHOM

DO WE ALLOT

THE BLAME THIS TIME

I

n a typical African perspective, what name shall we security threat which have left tens of thousand dead in less
give to a 59 years old childless marriage? Barrenness than 8 years, a war they don't seem to be winning despite the
and Impotence is too simple a term to call those yearly billions of dollar security budget. Likewise, the
involved in such an age-long companionship yet, without ineffectiveness and alleged corruption prevalent in the
the fruit of the womb. I can only empathize with couples Nigeria Police Force is quite appalling and a strong fetcher
who find themselves in this circumstance and of course, of national disgrace. Suffice it to say the Nigeria Defence
hope for kismet to change their ill-fate. It is sad and quite Ministry is a doppelganger of what its Act of creation reads.
objectionable but the melancholic feeling of the otiose
marriage is similar to that of a 59 years old Nigeria
The gallant soldiers of the Nigeria Military i.e
who after liberation from her erstwhile
Army, Air Force and Navy respectively, are
imperialists is lost into an abyss of her own
Nothing seems
giving to their nation more than they are
creation. Nothing seems to be working
being offered. Many death of fallen
to be working right
right and serviceable efforts are being
heroes in action are not only because
and serviceable efforts
led to waste in almost every
of enemies' superiority but many
are being led to
spectrum of the modern day
times, the protectors of our nation's
Nigeria. With a ladder, the error
waste in almost every
sovereignty and unity lack
spreads down from the apex of her
spectrum of the
pragmatic strategies to win battles.
leadership line. It's even more
Another reason range from the usage of
modern day
unfortunate that Nigerians instead of
obsolete cum inferior ammunitions, using the
Nigeria
gathering puissance to fight back have
military as a political tool, to the prevailing
garnered strength to survive in this misfortune.
corruption which have allegedly become prevalent
I consider it an act of ostentatious exaggeration to assume
the Buhari led administration can magically turn things
around. If at all he could, Nigeria's voodooism strength
should have achieved that a long time. It is of note that the
city of Rome wasn't built in a day. I never believed in his
quick miracle, I don't and I never will. The problem of
Nigeria didn't evolve in-between the last ten years so
definitely cannot be solved in less than five years,
especially when considering her over two hundred million
population and her 923,763 km² land mass. By the day, the
problem expands in all spectrum. The spate of security
shortfall in the nation have since topped the table. Daily
reports of killings no longer come as a surprise in all
corners of the country. The Nigeria armed forces have over
the years been fighting an internally created and sustained

even in the military. Many of which have caused
unequivocal loss of lives and properties which has brought
stain on the strength of the Nigeria Military altogether. The
Nigeria Military, with these flaws are failing the war to hold
Nigeria together by the day.
Time has proven the almighty security promises of the
Buhari led administration for Nigerians, prior to its 2015
election to be mere lip service. In fact, there's been an
increase in recorded deaths as a result of national security
incompetency which have sustained communal clashes,
farmers-herders' clashes, unabated killings by extremists
and so on. Recent statistics from Amnesty International on
some of Nigeria's recent attacks states 21 villagers killed in
an attack by suspected herdsmen in three communities in
the Atakad district of Kaura, Kaduna State last year
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Nonetheless, it is worthy of note
that not all of our Police men
and women are corrupt,
Police Force but still, I won't give up on my expectation of a
resounding improvement in the Force and general policing
activities. We have records of state governments,
companies, organizations, NGOs, religious and educational
institutions amongst others who have partnered with the
Force by providing needed equipments to further boost the
effectiveness of the Force. I think much has been given to
expert , yet, the Police Force is not always sensitive to things
that matters most to us. Enough is enough!
February. In June of the same year, a communal clash in the
Mambilla Plateau of Taraba State left scores of people
dead, mostly herdsmen and their families. In September, at
least 20 people were killed when suspected herdsmen
invaded Ancha village in the Miango district of Jos, Plateau
state. In October, 27 people were killed by suspected
herdsmen in a classroom where they were sheltering after
three days of attacks in the Nkyie-Doghwro community of
Bassa, Plateau State. In December, herdsmen attacked at
least five villages in Demsa LGA in Adamawa State to
avenge the massacre of up to 57 people, mostly children, in
November in nearby Kikan community. Residents
described being attacked by a fighter jet and a military
helicopter as they attempted to flee. At least 86 people were
killed by the herdsmen and air force bombings amongst
others.
Despite poor funding of the Nigeria Police Force as
complained by the Inspector General of Police recently, the
force has recorded some unprecedented achievements
which would be unfair if not acknowledged. The Nigeria
Police in some of its recent actions has sstringently
punished erring officers, particularly those who misused
the constitutional power conferred on them. We have
recent cases where some officers were expelled from the
Force and some charged to court and eventually sent to
prison for different offences. Efficient policing
characterized some and many officers have gladly given up
their lives to the policing assignment. These amongst
others is highly commendable and thus, I won't join
multitudes to expect an overnight overhaul of the Nigeria

Muhammadu Buhari led Federal Government
early this year increased the
monthly remuneration of personnel
of the Nigeria Police Force

It could be recalled, the Muhammadu Buhari led Federal
Government early this year increased the monthly
remuneration of personnel of the Nigeria Police Force for
social reasons amongst which includes to boost the morale
of personnel, increase professionalism, steadfastness,
commitment and of course to potently address the issue of
series of alleged corruption scandals which have overtime
characterized the operation of the force. It is however
disappointing to note that series of reports that followed this
giant stride of the Federal Government as with the conducts
of officials of the Nigeria Police Force have not really
complemented the efforts of the Buhari led administration
and her commitment to cleansing the Nigeria Police Force.
We have reports of officers still taking bribes, unlawful
usage of firearms which have led to the death of many
innocent people, officers eschewing duties particularly
during the heat of the just concluded general Elections and
many others. It is no gainsaying to state that sometimes I
think we have armed men of the Nigeria Police Force to
become the very thieves and robbers they are meant to
protect us from. Nonetheless, it is worthy of note that not all
of our Police men and women are corrupt, however, many
of those who are stationed on checkpoints and
neighborhood patrols which are considered closest to the
low ranking members of contemporary Nigeria societies
have perpetually sustained the bad notion of the Nigeria
Police Force with their unprofessional transactions.
The latest which have been generating a lot of heated critic
in the media today is the viral video of a checkpoint
stationed Police officer who was secretly recorded while
engaging in one of the common Police illegal transactions.
According to the video, the officer was pleading for a four
thousand naira bribe from a suspected Yahoo boy who was
being admonished to provide the officers with four
thousand naira so the four officers on duty could take an
equal share of a thousand each. As if that was not bad
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enough, he hailed his victim of extortion just like a thug and
despite the victim's statement that he had been paying in all
checkpoints before that particular one, they still wouldn't let
him go. The Police Officer in his words which I believe is
meant to gain the favour of the driver, seemed quite
supportive of car hijacking and robbery, one of the statutory
assignments they're meant to protect the society from. A
police man who would say and do anything to obtain money
from road users is not fit to continue in the Force. People
like him are the reason the Nigeria Police Force still battles
negative impression.

with immediate effect. This decision we believe is to make
them take responsibility for their unadulterated
incompetency. It takes an high level of responsibility to be
amenable to a Nation. So as not to have repetition of
failures, President Muhammadu Buhari has to hold those in
charge of Nigeria's security highly accountable for either
their success or downside failures, without thinking twice.
Many of the service chiefs need to be replaced to instill
accountability and responsibility into their duties. The
success and failure of these positions is tantamount to that
of the current government so, president Buhari should not
continue to allow the incompetent officials severe his
supposed vision-filled government.

Recently, President Muhammadu Buhari following his
arrival from a 10-day private visit to the United Kingdom
when asked about security challenges across Nigeria and if Conclusively, when considering Nigeria's continuous
there would be a different approach in tackling the issues, security shortfall; to whom do we allot the blame even now?
was quoted to have said the Inspector General of Police, Mr. Is Mr President even giving the best his strength can provide
him? Is the Nigeria Military ready to combat security
Mohammad Abubakar Adamu had lost weight because
challenges and Nigeria Police Force ready to help maintain
of the security challenges in the country and thus he
law and order throughout the country without
thinks the Inspector General is working hard. I am
compromise? Are the service chiefs living up to
not surprised this statement is attracting a lot
expectations? Nigerians cope with all that ravage
of negative reactions from Nigerians.
president Buhari
the country on daily basis. More killings - we
Unarguably, the Nigeria Police is
manage, more kidnapping - we pray, more
should not continue
giving it's best to tackling the
banditry - we cope, more corruption - we
increasing security menace
to
allow
the
incompetent
cope, more ethnic clash - we cope,
across the country but how
more rigging of elections - we cope,
does such a comical statement
officials severe his
government's continuous blame
of Mr President justify the
game - we cope, economy hardship - we
supposed vision-filled
Nigeria Police's engagements.
cope, increasing unemployment rate - we
Anybody can lose weight and
government.
cope, decadence in our health facilities - we
gymnastics can help burn some calories.
cope, more robberies - we cope...
So once you are losing weight now (even if it's
in a gym), does it mean you are working very
When will Borno reclaim her title as the home of peace?
hard on national security matters, amidst persisting
insecurity challenges? I must categorically berate the
President on this, he is wrong. More is expected from the What of Yobe - Pride of the Sahel?
President and likewise the Inspector General of Police so
much that no one cares if either of them is sweating
profusely or losing weight while insecurity challenges When will Plateau reclaim her title as Peace and Tourism?
persist.
Killer herdsmen, cattle rustlers and 'mystery gunmen' have
changed
the nickname of Benue, Plateau, Taraba, Kaduna
Alas! Who will help me convey my thoughts to Mr
President? Isn't it high time he took a cue from Sri Lanka's and Zamfara to Nigeria's zones of death. To whom do we
government and most especially the way the country run when the next car bomb explode? To whom do we run if
collectively tackled the insecurity challenge it recently an explosive vest is detonated in a crowded place? To whom
faced with the Islamic State (IS) claimed coordinated do I run when I'm hit by a stray bullet during a four hour
bombings around the country on Easter Monday Mass length of daylight bank robbery? To whom do I run to when
church service leading to the death of over 360 and injuring my a member of my family is kidnapped? Who will pay my
over 500 people. Immediately, President Maithripala ransom if eventually I get kidnapped? When will I get to
Sirisena not minding the pressure already on the offices of sleep with my two eyes closed? When will I start to have
the Defense Secretary and Police Chief were facing after the faith in the Nigeria security system again? When? Just
successful attacks on their soil, asked them to quit office when?
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THE NIGERIAN MEDIA AND THE

BURDEN OF NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
By: Abidemi Odulana

J

ournalism schools lay specific emphasis on the
roles of practitioners in the Society and the place
of the journalist in promoting socio-economic
development takes central role in all the courses that
form the curriculum of the discipline. The primary aim
of the journalist viz. the media, which is to promote unity
and the general well-being of
the people, especially in a large
heterogeneous developing
society with wide diversity like
Nigeria is put at the core of the
profession.
Journalism seeks to promote
objectivity, fairness and equity
without favour for the sake of
the people, especially where the
people are known to preserve
their individual identities as
peoples in a conglomerate of Nations forged into a single
entity like Nigeria.
These principles are regarded as the building blocks on
which such societies gravitate. Where any of these
principles become lacking, anarchy via palpable
insecurity, corruption, ethnic and religious tension
become the order rather than the exceptions.
Over the course of history, journalists and the media
have played major roles, whether good or bad in the
perception of the observers in what has become the
situation of Nigeria. The country blessed with human

and material resources has evolved from the colony of the
British majestic empire into an independent Republic
with a chequered history.
Nigeria today has over 50, 000 registered media related
Organisations from an humble beginning kick-started by
the noble Iwe Irohin, published and distributed by the
Missionaries to propagate their religion. The years that
followed witnessed a number
of media raised to
communicate the ideas and
notions of their sponsors.
History has it that the Chief
Obafemi Awolowo
government decided on the
proliferation of the media
when he was refused access to
the British controlled medium
in the twilight of the colonial
government. The sage was
reported to have established a
Radio Station, a Television and Newspaper chain; all
state owned to respond to the allegations against his
government by the British media.
With time emerged the various media outfits including
the African Pilot, edited by the Late Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe
and many other notable mediums. The Electronic media
also witnessed a number of arrivals, which included the
Western Nigeria Television, Western Nigeria
Broadcasting Nigeria Services both of which later
became the Television and Radio arms of the
Broadcasting Corporation of Oyo State (BCOS).
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As the political landscape evolved, several other media
emerged including reputable media like the Sketch
Newspaper owned by the Oyo State Government, the
Spear Magazine of the 70s and many others. Between
the 80s and 90s, journalism had reached its peak in the
South Western hemisphere of the Nigerian Nation.

The Abacha led junta was the worse
in its haranguing and harassment of the media
and members of the Fourth Realm of the
Estate as they love to be called.
now a distinguished Senator and also peaked with the
bombing of Bagaulda Kaltho at the Hamdala Hotel,
Kaduna.

Later years witnessed the emergence of several other
forms of the prints media including the Daily Times,
Concord Newspaper with African and Sunday Concord
as the flagship. There was also the Monitore,
Newswatch, Tell, The News and the Tempo among
several others.

Despite the danger of the period and the threat of death, it
is apt to say that the practitioners distinguished
themselves and held the stakes very high. The likes of
Onome Ovie Whiskey, Dele Omotunde, Dare Babarinsa,
Ilori, Bayo Onanuga, Bayowa Adedeji held that
government by the jugular till the death of the despot.

At the peak of our National challenges as a Nation, the
role played by the media is today signposted by the men
who gave their all to ensure the stability of our dear
Nation by getting into the trench to fight alongside the
people. The likes of Amachiri who had his head shaven
with a broken bottle for a News item in the 70s marked

Recent events in the lives of our media and their roles in
the bloodletting that has pervaded the country has called
to question the rudiments of the curriculums adopted by
the various schools of journalism in Nigeria as all the
principles hitherto preached as the pivot of the practice of
journalism in Nigeria has been defeated by both the
practitioners and the sponsors.
Toyosi Bello, a Civil Servant in an exclusive interview
said, “gone are the days journalists were poor but treated
with a lot of respect and honour. They were regarded as
the best of the trades and second only to the powers that
be.”

the beginning of the long history of the men in uniform
and Late Chief Gani Fawehinmi's first celebrated case as
an activist Lawyer.
The promulgation of Decree 4 of 1984 pit the people
against the Buhari/ Idiagbon regime as it ushered
Nuduka Irabor and …………into jail swiftly, while on
several occasions the Babaginda Administration
censored a number of Media Houses including the
Punch Newspapers, the Concord Newspapers and
hounded several media men into hiding, while the
administration was reported to have assassinated the
quintessential journalist and doyen of the practice; Late
Dele Giwa through a parcel bomb.

As the challenges raged, a number of soft sell and
sensational magazines were also making foray into the
market and peddling their types of practice which
sensationalized real stories and made huge fires out of
every smoke and at a cost.
There are various reports of unbecoming behaviours
displayed by journalists who were hitherto at the
forefront of fighting the malaises of our societies. It is
now common knowledge that some elements in the trade
constantly compromise their position of honour for the
spoils of Office which is commonly referred to as “brown
envelope”.
The coming of the Social Media has further worsened the
situation. Aside from the pretenders who at their whims
establish News blogs, the social space is so wide as
anybody and everybody is now a journalist publishing all
forms of garbage including propaganda and outright
falsehood on the social media.

Within the spate of about two years, a number of
journalists including Niran Malaolu, Chris Anyanwu;
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hangout in Lagos, a senior journalist in anger said, “our
education as a journalist is a waste. We have no control
over the affairs of our trade. The government has no
control, the people have no control and these guys are
constantly destroying our lives. Something must give at
the end somehow.”

Among the various important tenets of the media are the
Laws of Privacy and Sedition which protects the people
and the Government against the shenanigans of the
mediocre and untrained fingers that constantly saddle
themselves with responsibilities that are not within their
purviews. There have been several instances where the
publications of some zealots have led to community
strife and religious misunderstandings in which lives
have been lost. Governments, Corporate entities,
organisations and individuals have all been brought to
disrepute for peanuts and sometimes for no reasons at
all.
The children and under-aged are not even sparred of the
various anomalies that are contrary to the ethical
principles set to protect them. Pornography has become
an item served at every slight opportunity and
immorality is at the heart of most of the publications.
Investigations show that a number of organisations and
personalities now sponsor some of these stories to
discredit their competitors togive them unhealthy
advantage. According to a Femi Ajulo, a media expert,
“the advent of the social media has changed the direction
of the media practice; not only in Nigeria, but globally.
The gatekeeper's duties of the editors have been
compromised and the people left at the whims of the
'publishers without boundaries'. They cannot be
controlled except by highly technical means which
needs a lot of political will to achieve from a serious
minded government.”

In the light of these issues raised and many more, the 8th
Assembly attempted to create a guide for the use of the
social media via a Law regulating the use of the Internet
and its various social components. Instead of rallying
round to aid them in getting a Law that will protect us
from the errant misbehaviours of these journalists at
large, we coalesced into a voice of opposition in the name
of politics and other sentiments to stop the move and our
social media practice and use are the worse for it, just as
the people continue to suffer under the jackboot of an
unseen and seeming untouchable enemy called the
media.
Although there is a need to also protect the media viz.-avis. the person from the tendencies of the Government,
there is also a very pressing need to protect the people
from the media. However, the most important part is for
us to rally as media practitioners for the sake of our
National Development against the various inimical
actions against the people perpetuated by our colleagues
in the trade.
It is time to speak up or ship out if we cannot act now.

In the last few years, so many relationships have been
totally ruined, unions broken, friendships destroyed and
lives lost as an after effect of a careless publication on the
social media. Various countries across the globe
including the United States have experienced serious
crisis in view of their liberal approach to the issue of
Information communication Technology control.
In as much as the freedom of speech is an inalienable
right, there is a need to manage the affairs of men before
it destroys man. In a recent discussion at a journalist
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MUHAMMADU BUHARI

THE HERO OF DEMOCRACY
O

n the eve of the 1984 New Year celebrations, the
military seized power and terminated Nigeria's
second trial in civil rule. Albeit popular initially

because of the failure of the democratically elected regime, the
expectations soon gave way to despair. The people had
expected the intrusion to be a temporary and laconic measure to
correct things and define a new order. The stand of the early
leaders, Gen Buhari and Idiagbon were never understood by an
already frustrated populace who read wrong meaning into their
design to build a strong and disciplined as being rigid and
repressive. Once sentiments turned against them, the inevitable
and later to be regretted happened as the dribbler emerged in a
cunning, bloodless coup d'etat a little short of two years into the
administration's life.
After his emergence, Gen Ibrahim Babangida initiated the most
dubious and expensive transition programme ever witnessed in
the history of Nigeria. Timetables and basic rules changed
incessantly and fundamentally, while corruption and abuse of
powers grew to alarming proportions.
The people rose up and demanded answers. Gen Babangida had
brought Nigeria to a crossroad. His regime lost the opportunity
to reverse the nation's defects of waste, corruption, violence,
ethnic mistrust and bring about social reforms and democracy.
June 12 was more than a date as it came to represent the
symbolic point of rally for forces that stood their ground and
found the necessary will to agitate and achieve what became the
Fourth Republic.

These schemes came to head with
activities surrounding the conduct and
assassination of the June 12, 1993 elections.

The greatest price paid for the Fourth Republic was unarguably
paid by the family of the late hero of democracy, Chief M.K.O.
Abiola. His wife Kudirat was murdered days to the third
anniversary of June 12. The philanthropist himself had life
snuffed out of him in yet to be ascertained situation on July 7,
1998. No greater injury would have been done to Nigeria than
the nonrecognition of these sacrifices.
Since the inception of the newest experience of civil rule in
Nigeria, various Presidents blatantly and disrespectfully refused
to accord June 12 its rightful recognition. It took courage,
decency, and a honorable sense of justice to be able to recognize
the role played by a popular movement of the people to chase
away symbols of corruption and degeneration.
As we celebrate June 12 this year, the nation must salute
President Buhari for finding the will and courage to respond to
this sensitive matter in appreciable ways that has given meaning
to the national questions hitherto beleaguering Nigeria.
Undoubtedly, he has etched his name in history and the positive
memories of Nigeria and Nigerians.
Special mention must be made of Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu
for his dogged and unwavering focus and determination in the
realization of this historical memorable outcome. He had led
subnational governments to recognise June 12 and also worked
assiduously to see to the emergence of a courageous and honest
Presidency that was committed and brave enough to actualize
history.
The nation must not forget the civil society coalition of men,
women, students, youth etc who paid severe prices to bring this
history into reality.
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Now enter President
Muhammadu Buhari in 2015.
The same pressure was mounted and
sustained for more than two years
until President Buhari did the needful.
The late former President Musa Yar'Adua came and died in
office after 2-years and nothing was done to remember Chief
MKO Abiola for making the huge sacrifice. Former President
Jonathan came and was 6years in office and simply toed the line
of his predecessors and ignored the demand for June 12 to be
recognized as Democracy day and Chief MKO Abiola
immortalized.
June 12 represented HOPE and its recognition can only imply
that there is yet hope for a united and greater Nigeria By:

Oluwole Moneyin

For 16-years PDP was in power, they simply played the ostrich
and ignored the historic event of June 12 until they were voted
out of office in 2015. The rest is now history.

PRESIDENT BUHARI - THE HISTORY BREAKER
After 27 years struggle, great history was recorded when the
National Assembly ratified June 12 as Democracy Day in
Nigeria. For 27 years we struggled, we spoke, we appealed, we
begged, we asked and called the attention of the powers that be
since 1999 that May 29 former President Obasanjo chose as
Democracy Day is a fraud, null and void, and of zero
consequence. We said so because nothing significant was
attached to the date by those who sold the idea to Chief
Obasanjo.
Till date we are yet to find out why that date was chosen and the
reason for the decision.
Chief Obasanjo did what he did apparently to mock and get at
the late Chief MKO Abiola and the family he left behind. He did
not want the name of Chief MKO Abiola to be remembered or
to be attached to anything he is doing. He pretended as if June 12
1993 never existed. He must have reasoned that he got to power
in 1999 through his own solid personal efforts. But Obasanjo
was being economical with the truth.

In actions and deeds if there was no June 12 1993, there would
not have been 1999. For 8years Obasanjo was in power he
deliberately pretended that June 12 1993 never existed. At
public functions, he never for one day mentioned Chief MKO
Abiola or acknowledged the obvious and painful truth that it
was Chief Abiola that paid the supreme prize for his rise to
power again.

He recognized June 12 1993 monumental events and gave Chief
MKO Abiola the highest honour in the land, GCFR, the honour
reserved for former Heads of State. Consequently he
pronounced June 12 as Democracy Day and National Assembly
has put a stamp of authority on the historic date by passing the
bill into law. To God be the glory.
Now what Obasanjo's PDP could do in 16years to heal the deep
wounds IBB and his band of followers inflicted on chief MKO
Abiola, his wife Kudirat Abiola and over 5000 men and women
who died in the struggle from 1993 to 1999, President Buhari has
just nailed it. Obasanjo who rode on the back of Chief Abiola's
blood and blood of thousands that died in the struggle ignored
the cries of Nigerians for 8 years and 16years of PDP.
Thank God that President Buhari has in one fell swoop nailed
former President Obasanjo's fraudulent and dubious history by
putting a stamp of authority on May 29 as Democracy Day in
Nigeria. PMB has snatched history books from Chief Obasanjo
and wrote his name in Gold in Nigeria's checkered history. June
12 is now Democracy Day. Obasanjo had the opportunity to do
what PMB just did given the obvious and painful truth that the
late Chief Abiola came from the same South West and Ogun
State.
This is a landmark and historic accomplishment and President
Buhari deserves all our commendations and all the praises for
doing this. It is a lesson for all. We fought and fought in the last
27years and we won. By: Joe Igbokwe
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MY RELIGION

IS BETTER
THAN YOURS
By: Abdulrazaq Hamzat

T

here is no consensus on how we got to this 4.5

billion-year-old piece of real estate called the

earth. The best estimate says that modern man

showed up some 200,000 years ago. The only consensus is
that the first series of questions that crossed the mind of
the first group of men and women who saw themselves on
earth were: who am I? Where am I? How did I get here?
Who made me? Where am I going from here? These
questions are the original questions.

With time the baby begins to see the world outside of its
parents’ house. It begins to see other houses and other
parents and begins to question its original thoughts about
its parents. Even when the child finds out that its parents
are not all that it made them to be, out of habit and out of
fear that there are no replacement parents out there that
will accept it as a natural born, the child sticks to its
parents. That is why most children of unfit parents, jailed
parents and absentia parents find it hard to denounce their
parents.

The search for answers to these original questions started
from the very point they were first asked. They have
continued until this day. Every now and then, century
after century, we come up with new answers different
from the ones before. These answers are tweaked and
tweaked, promoted and advertized, until they become a
force of nature called religion.

All cultures throughout history have come up with their
answers to those original questions. It doesn’t matter how
primitive a culture is. They come up with a story and over
time the story develops. Expanding on the story, each
culture tries to provide a guide on how to live this life in
accordance with their story. The guide takes care of
questions around life and death amongst other things.

Imagine a baby brought home from the hospital by its

That is when the story becomes a religion.

parents. When the baby opens its eyes, it sees the parents.
The parents feed and care for the baby. In no time the baby

To understand how
helpless we are in the
face of this force

looks up to the parents, especially the mother. The baby
holds the parents in awe for all they do for it including,
putting a roof over its head. To babies parents are gods.
The words of the parents are the religion of childhood.
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And each religion sticks with its story, even when events

cross in its hand. Why mini-Koran? Why a cross? Why

raise questions about the credibility of the story or

something we already know? Why does this kind of

outright prove the story wrong. Most practitioners of

phenomenon only happen in societies that wallow in

every religion would rather follow it until they died. They

superstition?

rather find out the truth when they die than abandon the
religion of their birth. And die they do, the believers and

The Enlightenment instituted the culture of demanding

their religion alike.

empirical proof before believing. If a woman comes into
the church and gives birth to a dead horse, you don’t clean

The history of the world over centuries is littered with

up the floor and bury the horse. You send the horse to the

dead religions, dead gods and dead worshipers. In some

lab and the woman to the hospital- mental and/or

ways, we are all children of a retired god. Key events in the

medical.

world always retire religions and their gods. Traumatic
world events always prove the old religions inadequate.

Every religion that comes begets a new one. Two hundred

The coming of the Europeans, for instance, essentially

years from now the people that will occupy this world will

laid to eternal rest a lot of the African gods. Other events

look at our era and our religions that we fight for and die

and movements like the Enlightenment reform religion.

for and call our age the Extreme Dark Ages. In another two

Reformation extends the life of a religion. An

hundred thousand years, nobody will remember what god

irreformable religion is one that is bound to implode.

we fought for, killed for, or died for. Just like we have no

idea what god the people who were on this earth 100,000
The tragedy of Africa is that it reached the information

years ago fought for, killed for or died for.

age without first passing through the industrial age. In
matters temporal, Africa got to the modern age without

It is hard to imagine it now, but after the Third World War

passing through the Enlightenment. That is why some

and after a nuclear war, a new world will emerge with new

people believe that a child was born holding a mini-Koran

religions. The old religions left standing will go through

in its hand, or that a child came out of the womb holding a

reformation. And subtly and gradually, new religions will
replace the old. Because it takes hundreds of years for this

If it is a message from God,
as some believe, why won’t
God use the opportunity to send
a definitive manual of life?

kind of transformation to be visible, it is hard for those
living in that age to notice the change as it happens. We
won’t wake up one day and notice that our religion is dead.
It is hard to live without the concept of God because it is
hard to live without an answer to the original questions,
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even if it is not definitive. That is why many will stick with their religion as if it is their parents. Virtually all religions
place God beyond reach- at times above the sky. Do you know why? If God is within reach, God will suffer the fate of all
parents – be critiqued and be seen to have fallen short.
The trouble with religion is that for every religion to survive and gain members and fend off competitions, it has to
proclaim itself to be better than the others. That my religion is better than yours is like saying that my moon is better
than yours. That my God is better than yours is to say that my sun is better than yours.
To be willing to fight for your God- which is to say, kill and die for your God, is like to climb on top of each other to pull
the moon until it stands still on your side of the sky. It may sound stupid but it has been done before and continues to be
done.
Those who worshipped the Greek gods used to believe that they had the final answer. Those who worshipped Oduduwa
used to think that their story of the creation was the ultimate. The highest level of human stupidity is the belief that our
religion is the final answer to these original questions- who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going? Who
made me? The arrogance of that assumption has no equal in human folly.
Religions come and go but the earth remains the same. Until we know the definitive truth about the very beginning; and
until we answer the original questions without a doubt, religion will remain attractive. But religion will continue to
promise us that we find the answers only when we die. Science is the only one trying to find answers to these questions
while we are still alive. And science is the only one trying to get to the very beginning and empirically show it to us for
the very first time. It may take science one million years to get there.
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MESSAGE

It is exactly 20years we regained democracy in Nigeria. This do not come on a platter of gold, nor was it
given, but was earned through hard work, labour, sacrifice, agitation, fight and struggle by Nigerians,
especially the pro-democratic movement and the students. Leaders who championed this movement
were humiliated, threatened, arrested and illegally detained. The likes of Alfred Rewane, Kudirat Abiola
lost their lives in the course. Students were also arrested, maimed and scores lost their lives in the
agitation for the return of democracy.
All these sacrifices made to secure democracy, human rights, freedom to choose leadership and rapid
development were genuinely conceived. It was Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States
of America that succinctly defines “Democracy as the government of the People, for the people and by
the people”
This description encapsulates the whole essence of human existence we enjoy today, even though we
have still a long way to go.
But never again will Nigeria experience the uncivility, crude and abuse of human rights perpetuated by
the military during those inglorious days of military dictatorship.
Now that June 12 is officially recognized in Nigeria as DEMOCRACY DAY in honour of Chief MKO Abiola,
the globally accepted winner of the most transparent election in Nigeria (done through option A4), the
fight is now completely won, democracy has come to stay.
On this democracy day celebration, I call on all leaders, who are beneficiaries of the long struggle for
democratic governance to see it as service to the people, not for self.
The Federal and state government should be committed to development in all facets. Infrastructural
development, institutional strengthening, human and capacity building, healthcare, security and most
importantly EDUCATION.
In this new dispensation, more funds should be committed to education. Not less than 15% should be
captured for education in all budgetary allocations.
This is the best that can be given to Nigerians and project for a future our founding fathers planned for
Nigeria.
Finally, I like to congratulate President Muhammadu Buhari, the Governors and Legislators that have
been saddled with the responsibilities of piloting Nigeria in this new dispensation. May you find courage
to do what is in the best interest of the Nigerian people across all divides.

Happy Democracy Day!!!

Danielson Bamidele Akpan, GCNS
President,
National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS)
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BELEMAOIL PRODUCTION LTD

1 Belemaoil Close, Peter Odili Road, Trans Amadi Industrial Area, Port Harcourt, River State, Nigeria.
Tel: +234(0) 8118894680, (0)8118894681, (0)8118894682, (0)8118894683
Email: belema@belemaoil.com
Web: www.belemaoil,com

EXPRESSION OF OUR PROFOUND APPRECIATION
TO PRESIDENT MUHAMMADU BUHARI

T

he Board & Management of Belemaoil Producing Limited, most heartily express our immense and
profound gratitude and appreciation to His Excellency, President Muhammadu Buhari (GCFR),
President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, Federal Republic of Nigeria, for

approving the establishment of BELEMAOIL TEMINAL, KULA, as conveyed in a letter by the
Department of Petroleum Resources, DPR referenced DPR/DS/CTO/COF/BLM/TEO/V.3/110, dated
May 7, 2019
This is indeed a clear demonstration of Mr. President’s administration’s commitment in ensuring that
indigenous operators are afforded the right operating environment withing the industry to strengthen
their operational call, to further advance national wealth creation at all strata of our national stride.
We seize this opportunity to extend our appreciation to the Group Managing Director of NNPC Dr.
Maikanti Kachalla Baru, the Hon. Minister of state for Petroleum, the Director of Petroleum
Resources, Mr. M.D.B Ladan, and other stakeholders for making this great dream become a reality. We
also appreciate the Executive Governor of Rivers State. His Excellency, Chief (Barr.) Nyesom Ezenwo
Wike, CON, our Hosts Communities and other stakeholders for their unflinching support in enabling
this feat to come through.
By this approval which automatically enables Belemoil to have its crude export terminal in Kula, we are
poised to create over 10,000 jobs and other apportunities for the unemployed youths in the region and
Nigeria. It is our pledge that this opportunity will be used for further wealth creation within our Host
Communities and operating business corridors by providing an avenue for massive employment and job
creation that will lead to enormous poverty reduction in Nigeria, thereby fostering unity and peace in the
Niger Delta region and indeed other parts of the Country.
As an indigenous company with its mission anchored on sustainable wealth creation and strategic
partnership with its Host Communities, Belemaoil has within its less than three years in operation
employed over 3,000 youths and created over 4,000 job opportunities, whilst providing critical social
and infrastructural needs of our Host Communities and other Communities in the North-East, North
West, North Central, South Easts, South West and South-South.

Signed:

Samuel Abel-Jumbo,
Manager, External Relation
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FORTRESS OF

DEMOCRACY IN NIGERIA

Rt Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila
Speaker
Federal House of Representatives

Senator Ahmed Ibrahim Lawal
Senate President
Next Level Fully Activated
To whom much is given, much is expected.
The trust and confidence reposed in your outstanding personalities must reflect in the
exemplary leadership expected from you, as the new fortress of democratic tenets in the
National Assembly.
Congratulations, Distinguished Senator Ahmed Lawal- President of the Senate/Chairman,
National Assembly and Rt Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila - Speaker, Federal House of
Representatives /Deputy Chairman National Assembly.
May your emergence add greater values to the advancement of welfare of Nigerians.
Once again, Congratulations.

Signed:
Mass Action for Good Governance and Grassroots Development
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Man of the

Moment

Rt Hon. Femi Gbajamiala
Speaker,
Federal House of Representatives
The time has come for Nigerians to savour the real import of
democracy. We join your well wishers to congratulate you on your
emergence as the new conscience of democracy in Nigeria.
Signed:
Amb.Sukubo Saraigbe Sukubo
Comrade Olatunji Yusuf Kelani

Hon. Ololade Waheed Shonibare,
Ace AbdulRahman Agboola
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